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Educational autiiorities seem to agree that clubs
have a definite place in the Junior High Hchool because they
contribute to the training of students to fit them for
social and civic responsibilities. Teachers have equally
seen the potential values in such activities and as a result
most Junior High Schools have developed numerous club
activities, some of great value to the individual and to
society; others that are questionable as to the value of
their contribution.
This paper is not a theoretical discussion on
organization and supervision of Social Science Clubs but
rather a frank discussion of weaknesses that commonly exist
in most clubs, comments on the significance of civic values
that may be squeezed out of these activities and a presenta-
tion of plans, programs and devices for improving and guiding
a group in wholesome and constructive procedure. Acknowl-
edgment is hereby made and deep appreciation expressed to the
principals and teachers in the various Jiinior High Schools of
the New England States \fliio so conscientiously marked and
returned the questionnaires sent to them. The materials they
contributed, their helpful suggestions and constructive
criticisms assisted the writer of this japer in drawing certain
conclusions that otherwise could not have been made with any
degree of reliability.
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Part I
ITeed for Civic Training to Fit People for
Living Together In a ITev^' Social Order
The evolution that is now taking place in society
is vital to every individual as well as to the social order
in general. Out of the chaos of this tremendous upheaval
of humanity must eventually emerge a new democratic idealism
with a broader and a clearer meaning; a greater desire for
social justice that will provide for equal rights to happi-
ness, and an acceptance of basic principles that provide for
changed political and economic organizations.
The school, as one of the most vital institutions
affecting human life is challenged to meet the need for
effective training in citizenship development. It cannot
remain static in the face of such dynamic forces. Prepara-
tion is needed if youth is to be fitted to rightly meet
these significant changes in political, social and economic
organizations. Individuals must not only be aware of the
social reforms in progress and the new legislation that has
been accepted but they must also uaderstand the responsibili-
ties as well as the privileges that are to be theirs. Group
welfare must be considered paramount to selfish individual
Interests. Good citizens must learn how to think construc-
tively so that they may make the right kind of adjustment to
rapid change. Not only must they acquire intelligent
IXQZ £lcfoe? uJ t.nifilfe'i j ol^ "0 rol bee::
’ibCtO I&l-vcc .0"! g ill 'XDdje--..:;:!: r^y-LvlX
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information but they must be able to use this information
in the right way. John Dewey says, '’Full education comes
only when there is responsibility shared on the part of
each person, in proportion to capacity, in shaping the aims
and policies of the social group to which it belorgs. This
fact fixes the significance of democracy."^
During the past fev/ years educators and teachers
have been well aware of the need for changing classroom
methods of Instruction in order to achieve newly- felt
educational alms. Text books, however, are still in use
which give a wealth of descriptive matter regardiig govern-
ment structure and function. But a pupil may master all the
details of subject matter without being stimulated to any
real thinking about his own obligations, or developing habits,
attitudes and ideals vrfaich will be of value to him in his
youth as well as in his adult life. There is need of a
clearer interpretation of community needs in order to stimu-
late intelligent thinking and to arouse in pupils higher
aspirations for a better world to live in. "The most
effective way to make a school system serve the alms of a new
social philosophy is to educate teachers who are fully
oriented to the new program but broadly enough trained to
search for, devise, appraise, and apply methods for the attain-
2
ment of the new social order."
1. Dewey, John, Reconstruction in Democracy
, p. 114
2. Benjamin, Harold, ;aocial Reconstruction and Method
.
Fifth
Yearbook, National Council for Social Studies, 1935, p. 8
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A wide gap exists between academic instruction and
life situations. Activities help to bridge this gap as they
provide a place where the pupil may be brought into closer
contact with realities and have a greater opportimity than is
found in the classroom to cultivate permanent interests.
Here is a place to practice the ideals of everyday life.
Under the skillful guidance of one v/ho understands social
civic values, activities may contribute so much to the indi-
vidual that when he graduates from high school he is fitted
to enter tne life of his community; having the qualifications
necessary to exercise the use of the franchise Intelligently
and to become in other respects an active citizen. Why
young people should be obliged to sit around civically help-
less for two or tioree years after graduation before being
allowed to vote or hold office is debatable. In many cases,
after leaving school tne boy or girl loses contact v4th civic
operations and so loses interest. 3y the time these
individuals reach the "hallowed age" when they may take an
active part in community affairs they are unprepared for the
responsibilities thrust upon them.
V."
ficus rioi oLnsfijCOd rroev/Jea qiis ef.-lw A
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Definition and Ob.jectlves of a Social oclence Club.
Of the various Junior High School clubs which malce
their contributions to the individual and to society, those
closely allied with the Social Studies seem to be outstanding
and may be termed social Science Clubs.
According to Harry C. McKown, "The main objectives
of the Social Science clubs are to Increase the member's
Imowledge of society and its institutions, particularly those
of its own community and those which relate directly to him;
to increase his civic pride and interest; to teach him to
appreciate his responsibility in helping to develop an
intelligent and altruistic citizenship; to acquaint him with
the agencies in his ccnmunity for betterment and their work;
to stimulate Interest in history and allied subjects to give
opportunity for further study, research, and investigation of
problems, topics or phases of Social Science activities; to
help him to relate his history to himself; to show him how
social institutions originated, developed and decayed; and to
develop in him an appreciation of the world relationships of
1
nations and their people.*'
t
1. McKown, Harry C., School Clubs
,
p. 256
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Purpose of this Paper
During the past few years clubs of all descriptions
have been established in most Junior High Schools, esj^ecially
in those of the larger cities. Educators and teachers in
general have encouraged this rapid development of groups of
individuals having similar interests, for they believed there
was great moral, social, physical and educational advantages
in such associations. Here was an inviting opportunity to
use these activities as a means of exploring a pupil's
Interests, aptitudes and abilities and thus carry out one of
the main functions of the Junior High School. Here also was
a chance to capitalize that natural tendency, gregariousness
.
The child's experience would be broadened and at the same time
he could do sanething constructive without being hampered by
being obliged to follow the traditional curriculum.
For these and many other valid reasons clubs were
started and since they are still flourishing in the greater
number of Jvinior High Schools we may conclude that outcomes,
in the main, have been worthwhile. But that in some systems
they have not stood the test of time is equally true. V/hlle
in theory clubs are highly desirable most teachers adinit, in
practice something is so wrong that many activities have been
discontinued.
Recognizing that great values may be derived from
these clubs if they are properly handled, and believing that
v:X!0 2i<4iiOBt>t IXb iQ aJoXo e*iJ33^ vj©! atio .ar.Xii;(I
x^Xiaioecrso ,*^Xoodoa d-UH loXfitr, jecoi aL ijanalXdiiJaB ^ead ®v£.i
ni eiadOddi uob .aaiJlo 'lO'^aal art^ to ©ecdd ai
to 3 C1.W01 S, to : a^flEV’-ioX ova b aid? b&^.'VJCOtiO sv^ idiana'c;
oierl^ bdvaiXod '^’3* ,a^a^’i9?l^X 'iJiXiuiia ^nl-v::id elBi-; ivicnI
as^d^osvljB XfixioXifsoi/Xa tixic iaoisY^q ,Xiiioc£ ,£»'aXoci jBois Zs^'
0 ^ ^Xtivni as £sw ©laK , aaoX^siooesB doisz nX
g^X^cfirq 3 ^gaX*‘OXoK9 io sdn&ijr. c s>o asiitXvX ioti 939 . saw
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in the main their objectives and outcomes justify their exist-
ence, at the same time, in the light of my practical experience
as sponsor in several different types of activities, I am forced
to agree with those Peptics v/ho believe that there is something
deplorable in conditions as they exist in some systems. There
appears in general a vagueness and overlapping of objectives; a
wealoiess in organization, a lack of suitable programs and a
scarcity of knowledge as to sources of information and equipment.
Teachers admit that certain clubs, as now conducted, fall to
contribute what they should to education.
It is to be hoped that in the near I’uture administra-
tors will refuse to allow any club to exist that does not prove
its value. Clubs that do not make a worth-while contribution
are better discontinued.
Because I firmly believe in the continuance of certain
clubs, especially those connected or closely associated with the
social studies, and have confidence that such activities should
prove highly beneficial to both pupil and society, I earnestly
desire to ercovirage and assist in the development of such clubs.
For this reason I am undertaking this paper. By pointing out
outstanding weaknesses that exist; by suggesting programs that
may be used and by drawing certain conclusions and recommenda-
tions from a survey which I have made in one hundred and fifty
Junior High Schools in cities in the New England States, I am
hopeful that real thinking may be stimulated and that desirable
habits, attitudes and ideals may be established as a basis for
good citizenship.
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A Statement of the Wealmesses to be found In Present
Methods of Organization and Administration of Social
Science Clubs.
V/hlle educators and teachers seem to agree that many
clubs are worthwhile, there are many that are open to
criticism. There is much to be remedied if pupils are to
receive the desired values.
In order to secure better results it i s necessary
to lay a firmer foundation. To do this it is expedient to
point out in what ways present clubs are v/eak. The following
statements on weaknesses in club activities are based on
personal observations and on the replies of teachers to a
questionnaire sent out by the writer.^ Probably, two out-
standirg weaknesses in administration go back to these
following two questions and the administrators' viewpoint.
1. Must every pupil in the Junior High dchool belong to a club?
2. Must every teacher act as sponsor to some club?
In answerirg the first debatable question, some
schools proudly announce that every pupil in their charge must
belong to some club. Those in executive positions theoretic-
ally assume that if an activity is good for one pupil it is
good for all. This is an erroneous idea. As foolish to try
to compel club interest in school life as to insist that
every individual in adult life would benefit himself or a
1. Table IX. Weaknesses in clubs as listed by Junior High
School teachers, p. 37.
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group by becoming a member of some social organization. In
the first place interest is killed at the outset and the
objectives for which the club aims are defeated.
'.That to do with these few individuals who are anti-
social and have no desire to participate in any activity is
a question. If they are forced to become meirhers they
derive no benefit from the connection and their influence is
harmful to others. Theoretically we may agree that if a
club has the right "set-up", this undesirable pupil will learn
to be socially minded, but in practice, teachers and pupils
know that this seldom works out. There are some few
Individuals that appear past redemption as far as the influence
of the school goes. Usually they are handed over to a "strong"
teacher to become one of her club members. It would be
better for all concerned if these pupils were removed from any
club and Instead allowed to study or spend their time in some
way where greater values would result. If a school is
fortunate enough to have a "working" library with a librarian
in charge, a pupil might well read there for enjoyment. In
a well equipped gymnasium where apparatus is easily available,
some pupils will be interested. There is alv/ays the oppor-
tunity to study an extra period while clubs are in session.
At any rate, during the club period no pupil should be allowed
to waste his time either in or out of a club.
Not every pupil should be forced to belong to a club,
neither should every teacher be required nor permitted to act
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as sponsor. In many systems teachers are delegated to a
certain club, regardless of interest, preparation, personal
qualifications or ability. Some educators tell us that if
an individual is not able to adapt himself in these respects
he is not fitted to be a teacher. Be that as it may, the
fact remains that these teachers are already in the system.
An unsympathetic adviser can icill a flourishing activity
very quickly. A successful sponsor must understand club
Ideals, methods and procedures and above all be an inspira-
tion to those in her charge.
Inadequate Funds seriously handicap the good
results that might be achieved in many clubs. Faculty
membership has been reduced, materials are needed that can-
not be purchased ai^d libraries are lacking books and supplies.
Lack of Definite Ob.i eotives are all too evident.
Too many clubs are organized with vague aims and purposes.
As a result there is much overlapping and a wasted repetition
of classroom Instivction.
Lack of Trained Simons ors sadly handicaps many pro-
gressive activities. Clubs were introduced in many schools
even before colleges were offering courses in activities for
part time students. In systems vhere teachers have no
choice as to the clubs they must sponsor and are frequently
assigned a new one each year, it is impossible for them to be
properly trained to take charge of each one.
Inadequate Time for Program Committees to Prepare
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Programs affect the quality as well as the presentation of
materials. It goes without saying that pupils should have
a large share in all planning, but time is needed, even if
materials are available, in order to properly sort, select
and arrange them. Pupils have so many demands on their
"after-school" time that one wonders where they may squeeze
out this extra time needed. Some pupils must maie up school
work after the last period, others participate in extra-
curricular activities and usually there is home work which
cannot be neglected. In fact, all too little time is left
for play, exercise or self-lmprovenent
. Since the success
of any club depends largely on the type of pregram presented,
it mig^t be advisable for the program committee to meet the
club adviser durirg one period each week for the purpose of
receiving the guidance needed and working out the details of
the program.
00 Large a Membershin in some act ivities is detri-
mental to their success. Certain clubs are popular with
pupils either because of the personality of the sponsor or
because of tiie type of program or the nature of the subject.
In schools where pupils choose their clubs, there is this
danger of overcrowding. Naturally the number that can be
taken care of depends largely upon the type of club. The
number that could be handled successfully in a glee club, for
exainple, would be much different from the ideal membership in
a Travel Club.
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Repetltlon of Classroom Work is often a weakness
in systems where the club programs are not planned jointly
by pupils and faculty members and due consideration is not
given to the local course of study. Repetition of work
causes waste of time, results in a deadening program, lack
of Interest and enthusiasm and eventually may cause the
activity to be discontinued.
Time and Number of Club Periods vary greatly
accord! to the replies received from questionnaires. They
show that some schools approve of club meetirgs three times
a week, with other ^sterns favorirg one or two. Too
frequent meetings are haimful in most cases as Interest is
soon lost. Probably one period weekly is most desirable.
In some schools activities occur the final period of the day
and on Friday, doubtless fatigue is supposed to be highest
at that time. Although it is much easier for the adminis-
trator to arrange his program so that all activities occur
at the sa;ne time there is little else of value derived from
such methods. If pupils all rush to respective clubs at the
same time, showing by their attitude that they feel that
"Here is the time to let down" somethirg is occurring that is
harmful to the morale of the school.
Frequent Charges in Club Membership may be harmi’ul.
No pupil should be allowed to change his club for trivial or
selfish personal reasons. He should be required to state in
writing his reasons for wantirg to make a change and this
esaiDisaw s noi'zo si ji-'i oW a o J*x'aa;iX0 uolj iJsceE
bennelq ton ete sinfi'i30'iq duLo eds sie.i'jv tiC'.&;}z\B £tl
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should be approved by the principal and teachers concerned.
At the same time those in charge should give due consideration
to all requests made and refuse none that are legitimate.
Too I.!uch Passive Membership in any club shov/s a
weaiiness. There are always the leaders viio are willing and
even anxious to monopolize all the time but if this is allowed
it is harmful to all. Shy or Indifferent menbers must be
skillfully led to take an active even though, not necessarily
a prominent part
.
Credit for Club Membership toward promotion in the
Junior High School may defeat one of the major objectives.
It tends to make the wo ik too formalized. Some schools show
recognition by giving awards or by listing names of outstand-
ing club leaders in the school magazine. If carried too far
this tends to cause unfavorable reaction in school morale.
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Justification for Junior High School Clubs
,
as Explained by l^ducators .
Following is a brief summary of principles most
commonly advanced by those favoring the Club idea;
^
1. Clubs are in harmony with the purpose of education
as given by Professor T. H. Briggs, ”The first duty of the
school is to teach pupils to do better those desirable things
that they will do anyhow; second, to reveal higher types of
activity and to make these both desired and to any extent
possible.”
2. Clubs are an effective means of securing the
objectives of secondary education.
A. Worthy use of leisure





3. Clubs are justified by modem psychology.
A. Training by doing
3. Conducive to purposeful activity
C. Makes allowance for individual differences
D. Utilizes and directs gregariousness
E. Close approximation to life situation
1. Meyer, Harold D., A Handbook of Extra Curricular Activities ,
pp. 35, 36
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Elbert X. Fretwell, recognized expert in club
activities, states, "Regardless of the wishes of teachers or
parents, clubs or gangs will exist. The gregarious
instinct that is so strong in pupils of high school age
not only brings than together but maxes them want to belong
to some club of their own. The sa:TB instinct that fills
the adult world with clubs and organisations, fraternal and
otherwise, is alive with all its freshness and intensity in
the mind and heart of youth. V/hat will the educator do
with this Instinctive tendency? It is maintained here that
it is the business of parents and teachers to guide this
tendency sv that pupils will v;ant to belong to clubs more
and more worthwhile.
"The school club program offers many opportunities
for the proper guidance and education of the pupil in
ln^ortant phases of citizenship because piiases other than the
intellectual are emphasized. It is based upon vital pupil
Interests, and opportunity for participation is provided in
these activities. In short, the club is built upon the basis
of, 'Learn to do', and not merely upon that of 'Learn*.
"One of the strongest natural tendencies or charac-
teristics of the individual is that of gregariousness - the
desire to be with his fellows. No one lives to himself to
any great extent; he is dependent in his financial, mental.
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physical, social, domestic, and other relationships, upon
others.
....The School club may then capitalize one of the
strongest urges of boys and girls - that of gathering around
thoDselves a group of kindred spirits, those with whom they
like to work or play.*'^
"The benefits of extra-curricular activities, we
all agree, come to the student, to the school, to society,
and to the nation. The clubs react to the benefit of the
school itself. They make for a better and more human con-
tact betv/een teacher and student, and make the student
realize that he is an integral part of the school and its
life. The time was when it was the usual thing for a boy
to look upon school merely as a machine- like institution
where he went and sat daily to acquire dim and hazy facts
and receive assignments from soulless creatures who were in-
extricably connected with desks and blackboards and musty
volumes, and who resembled nothing so much as walking and
talking duplicates of the text-books in which the dim facts
were entombed. Nowadays, in the clubs and other outside
activities, the student rubs elbows with the teacher and dis-
covers that he or she is a pretty good sport after all. The
sympathetic contact thus established results in a better
general spirit about the school, and better work and
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less misunderstanding in the class room. The student becomes
cognizant of the problems confronting the teachers and the
school authorities and a fine spirit of cooperating is the
result
•'Another cause for the development of clubs and
similar organizations is to be found in the Increase of
prosperity. Leisure has been increasingly utilized by com-
mercial enterprises, movies, theaters, racing, boxing, baseball,
billiards and pool, bowling, camping, swimming, hiking, travel-
ing and other sports and recreations; and also by the forma-
tion of congenial groups, for all sorts of purposes —
financial, social, recreational, political, religious, and
educational. As the amount of leisvire at the disposal of the
average man Increases, so does the importance of a correlative
educational objective - that of properly Interest irg and
dlrectl2g the pupil, or future citizen, in the wise use of
2leisure time."
'•Clubs and club activity come closer to representing
spontaneous and deep-seated pupil Interests than do any other
aspects of school life or curricular activity. One could
almost justify calling then extra curricular activities in that
they are more nearly pupil directed and controlled than are
any other experiences of elementary school children. Clubs
1. BlacMDurn, Lura, Our High School Clubs
, p. 6
2. McKown, Harry C., ^ichool Clubs
, p. 2
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make school life more real and lifelike. As never before
are like-minded individuals of specialized interests grouping
themselves into clubs to further common ends. This is
probably even more true among adults than among children and
adolescents. If 'Education is life' clubs become a major
factor in its development.
"A program of club activities is one of the greatest
instruments at tJae disposal of educators in training social
character. fecial Interests and abilities of individuals
and groups are cared for as in no other way. Clubs provide
variety, not uniformity of experience."'*'
"The club ideal is purely avocational and democratic,
based upon the doctrine of individueil justice for all. In
it are reflected the fundamental principles for which the
Junior High Echool is the exponent. Clubs have an immediate
and a deferred value; the fomiation of good habits now in the
use of futxrre time; the provision in life for an avocation.
It is not enough that a inan make a livii^ only; he must enjoy
life. Leisure hours well spent make for complete living.
'.Then the time comes that every man is eq.uipped with a worthy
2hobby, there will be less discontent and crime in the world."
"These activities are absolutely indispensable in
aiding the student in his exploration of the manifold phases
1. Borgeson, F. C., The Extra Curricular Library . Group Inter-
est Activities, vol. 2, p. 26
2. Roemer, Joseph, and Allen, Charles, Readixigs in Extra-
Curricular Activities
, p. 305
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of vocational, recreational, social and civic life, in help-
ing the student to realize his vocational, artistic, and
cultural impulses and powers; in guiding the student into a
vocation; into recreation and into social contacts that fit
his interests, his capacities, his tastes and his personality.
The traditional academic subjects fall far short of satisfy-
ing these aims and purposes and these extra curricular
activities of many varieties must be called upon and utilized
to fulfill these exploratory and guidance functions.”^
•'Throvigh the special Interest club the pupil finds
expression of his individuality. Here is the spontaneous
breaking out of his primary interests. Here is an outlet for
the thing he wants most to do, not in an organized class, as
a set task, but with a group who are moved by the same urge.
"V/hen a pupil’s participating in the administration
of school activities, he is woikirg in a Civics laboratory for
citizenship training. Participating in the organization, the
management, and the control of the school gives practice in
the lessons of responsibility, self-reliance and codpe ration."^
’’The world is sadly in need of a better social order.
Unselfish service, universal brotherhood, true democracy v/ith-
out racial or class distinctions, must be made watchwords of
a new civilization. All must learn to put their shoulders
1. V/ildes, Elmer, Extra-Curricular Activities
, p. 216
2. Dean, Thomas, and Bear, Olive, Socializing the Pupil Through
Extra-Curricular Activities
, pp. 7, 8
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S’VL/eid'X Xiys*! e;.; wicil .io.oc .aviX-O ,x£3e ,ss.'jod'i’ .nse'J .1
0 .V* .qq . soI.jivXJoA IbIswI*! -no-3Uica
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to the wheel and help the world along. All must learn to
share their strength vdth the weak; their intelligence with
the ignorant; their substance with the poor. These
activities can be made to strike notes, clear and strong, in
a mighty appeal for social service, faith in man and world-
wide fraternity. They can be made to stand strong for the
greatness, worth and importance of the individual, and at
the same time emphasize the social might and cooperative
power of the community in the regeneration of humanity.*’^
"Clubs have some advantages over other forms of
student activities. Th^ are generally characterized by a
spontaneity lacking even in athletic games; they exploit the
individual differences of interests and even the individual
modes of eiqpression of similar Interests.
"In the club, too, the project and the socialized
recitations become realities without any artificial stimulus
and without any wrench to preconceptions."^
1. Wildes, ELner, Extra-Curricular Activities
, p. 19
2. Cox, Philip W., Creative School Control
, pp. 138, 159
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The Value of Social Science Clubs
as Indicated by Teachers
In Heturns to a Questionnaire
The great Increase in the number of clubs recently
organized in the Junior High iJchool has presented many
puzzling problems to administrators and teachers. In many
cases the extensive club program carried on includes every
pupil. While in general the problems of all clubs may be
fundamentally the same, each type of activity presents its
own peculiar individual problems according to the local
situation. Some of these may be solved easily when diffi-
culties are pointed out, others would necessitate a change of
the "set-up" of the entire school system. There is a growing
demand for information concerning activities as carried on in
the various Junior High Schools. Teachers are anxious to
know the problems that other faculties meet in oiganlzation
and management of clubs and how these problems are met.
In an attenpt to throw some light upon the situa-
tion, a survey was made by the varlter of this article during
December, 1934 and January, 1935 to determine, if possible,
what clubs closely associated v/lth the Social Sciences, had
been organized in various cities and progressive towns in the
Hew England States. Information was requested concerning
methods of organization, qualifications for membership, club
objectives, outstanding weaknesses, strong points, credit, as
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Questionnaires were mailed to the principals of
one hundred and fifty Junior High ^hools in Maine, New
Hampshire, Yemont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connect-
icut as listed in the Educational Directory for 1935. A
request was made that the administrator in turn pass the
papers on to some of his faculty members whom he knew to be
interested in and synqjathetic vlth club activities.
Surmarles of Details Throwliy: Ll^'ht U'pon Club Act iviti es in
the New Ei-^land btates .
The number of replies received from this survey
was extreioely gratlfyir^. One hundred and twenty-one, or
80.6^ of the total number sent out, not only ansv/ered the
questions asked but they also wrote accompanying letters in
an effort to clarify their local sitx;iation.
Table I
States vAxere questionnaires were sent and returns made.
No. Junior High
States Schools in State






Lteissachusetts 179 49 40 81.0
Connect icut 37 29 25 86.2
Maine 25 25 19 76.0
Yemont 45 18 15 83.3
New Hampshire 17 17 13 76.4
Rhode Island 19 12 9 75.0
Totals 322 150 121 80.6
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C:he statement as to the number of Junior High
Schools in each of the Hew England states is based upon
reports in the various Educational Directories for 1934-
1935.
Table I shows that the number of qxaestionnaires
sent out was one hundred and fifty and that 80.6 per cent
made returns. Thus Massachusetts leads with forty-nine
questionnaires sent out and forty returned. Connecticut
had the highest percentage of returns with Vermont second.
Several principals sent lists of activities as
organized in their respective buildings and the outlines
of objectives set up by clubs under their si^jervision.
C^uestlons that are hereafter used in this part of the paper
are a brief summary of those used in the questionnaire^
now being discussed.
Club Activities .
Question; How Many Junior High Schools in the Hew
England States have Club Activities?
As will be seen in Table II, one hundred and
thirteen or 93.3 per cent of the schools that returned
questionnaires indicated that th^ carried on an intensive
club program.
The number of schools reporting club activities,
and the per cents in relation to the number replying- to the
1. Questionnaire sent to Junior High Schools, appendices,
p. 130-131
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whole inquiry are as follows, ranked in order:
Table II









Massachusetts 40 35 87.5
Cozinecticut 25 25 100.
Maine 19 18 94.2
Vermont 15 13 86.6
New Hampshire 13 13 100.
Rhode Island 9 9 100.
Total; 121 113 93.3
Among those vhich seemed to be outstandixig in club
organizations in l!assachusetts were the Central Junior High
in (Quincy; Y/llliam Burton Rogers, Boston; Lincoln Junior High,
Medford; Lincoln Junior High, Malden; Forest Park Junior High,
Springfield; Eastern Junior High, Lynn, and Breed Junior High,
Lynn. The Lincoln Junior High in Portland, Maine, and the
Gilbert Stuart Junior High in Providence, Rhode Island, have
excellently planned programs. In Connecticut, the Congress
Junior High of Bricjgeport gives considerable time to such
activities. The Symonds Junior High in Keene, New Hampshire,
and the Bellows Falls Jvinior High in Bellows Falls, Vermont,
have progressive organizations. Junior High Schools report-
ing no club activities at the time of reporting were; two
rietno al bs^iasn ss ©is eloitu/
II oIdjS;.
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Junlor High Schools In Holyoke, Massachusetts; Pomeroy Junior
High School in Pittsfield, Massachusetts; Waltham Junior High,
V/altham, Massachusetts; Carter Junior High, Chelsea, Massa-
chusetts; Black River Academy, Ludlow, Vermont; Wells River
Junior High, Wells River, Yemont, and a Junior High school
in Skowhegan, I.'iaine.
Eight schools or 5.8^ offered no club activities
of any kind. The Junior High School in Skowhegan, Maine,
admitted there were values to be derived but lack of properly
trained sponsors was responsible for discontinuance in their
system. One Junior High in V/altham, Jfessaohusetts, was
obliged to curtail activities because of a shortened school
day. Clubs in the Highland Junior High in Holyoke, Massa-
chusetts, proved unsat Isfacto ly after a trial due to shortage
of teachers. The Woonsocket, Rhode Island, Junior High and
Black River Academy in Ludlow, Vermont, stated that no clubs
were organized in their respective schools. It is to be
regretted that no details were given. The Pomery Jxmior
High in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, clearly stated the
opinion that clubs had no place in the Junior High Schools.
Ho reasons for this attitude were given, however. The
Washington Irving' Jxinlor High in Boston operated clubs on an
elaborate plan during 1926 and 1927 but due to inability to
accommodate all pupils in clubs that they preferred and the
fact that there were some pupils whom it vas impossible to
interest in any group was largely responsible for a change of
'iOlrjjTj \;o'r9.'no‘I ,©ao^;XoH al elooxioiJ ioIidjI,
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plans. At present there are a few special activities in
this school which in general aim for better citizenship. The
statonent rmde by the principal of the V/ashington Irving
school regarding club activities is so in sympathy with the
opinion of the writer that I wish to state it here. He
writes in part: •'li'Iy personal opinion is that a good club, in
which a pupil is genuinely interested, has a high educational
value. But I am not convinced that a unanimous participation
in school clubs is either necessary or desirable.” The
Memorial Jxmior High School in i’ramingham, Massachusetts, is
organized as a school community similar to their town govern-
ment. In place of a president they have a moderator, and
Instead of a secretary, a clerk of the community. Real
balloting boxes are used for voting for coranvinity officers.
A registration of voters with actual reading test, the filing
of nomination peters and campaign methods are lased in the
present program. Each year a xmit of work is added. Such
a well planned organization should contribute much to the
making of well informed and intelligent citizens in that com-
munity in the future.
Social Science Clubs .
Question: Is Your School Organized into any Clubs
V/hlch Are Associated with the Social Sciences?
Of the various clubs which may be considered as














the (iuestiormaire showed the Travel Club to be most frei^uently
organized with Current Events and Leisure Time next in
popularity.
Table III
ITumber and Percent a^;e of Schools Having Social science Clubs.










Current Events 51 45.1
Leisure Time 50 44.1
Know Your City 46 40.7
Debating 39 34.5
Stamp 31 27.4
Social Service 31 27.4
History 28 24.7
Traffic 26 23.0
Junior Citizens 24 21.2
Geography 22 10.6
Sight Seers 16 15.9
Inventors 15 13.2
National Heroes 10 8.8
Civic Publicity 6 7.0
Etiquette 7 6.1
Marshal 7 6.1
Students Council 7 6.1
World Friendship 6 5.2
Junior Chamber of Commerce 5 4.4
World Heroes 1 .8
Local Ch. uf Nat. Civics Club 1 .8
Responses showed that teachers considered certain
clubs as definitely contributing civic values. It is quite
obvious to the reader that some of the clubs listed in
Table III should help to turn out better citizens. The con-
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trlbution of others may not as easily be understood.
Teachers, however, have emxjhasized in letters returned with
the above mentioned questionnaire and now in the writer's
possession, that they have valid reasons for listlrig all of
these clubs mentioned as Social Science Clubs.
A sponsor in a large Junior High School in Greater
Boston who has conducted a Leisure Time Club for several
years says, "Every good citizen must know how to use the
increased amount of leisure time to the advantage of himself
and to society. Out of present leisure time may come iXiture
progress. Boys and girls may be taught how to develop
natural hobbles. The future of civilization depends on how
people use leisure time."
Tne objectives of the "Sight -Seers Clubs", as
listed by teachers, show that the clubs were organized for the
purpose of creating better and more intelligently informed
citizens. Activities engaged in made the boys and girls
familiar with public institutions, as all publically owned
buildings were visited, and details of the work done in each
was observed.
"Ho person is the ideal citizen who does not show
unselfishness by being courteous and thoughtful of the wel-
fare of others," is the expressed opinion of a Maine teacher
who advises teachers to organize an "Etiquette Club."
Most cities that had a "know Your City Club" not
only studied local situations and visited places of civic
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interest in the commonity but also broadened their scope to
include imaginaiy trips to places in the United iitates.
Ten schools organized Know Your City, *itate or Country
clubs in the 7th grades as a basis for club activities
centered around Travel Clubs in the 8th v/hich limited their
programs to foreign travel.
Of the five schools having a Junior Chamber of
Comerce, three indicated that their club was indirectly
associated with their local Chamber of Commerce as business
men contributed materials, suggested programs, and often
visited the club as guest speakers.
Many "Leisure Time Clubs" had been recently
organized with a view to preparirg for future citizenship
as well as present need. Some of these took "hobbies" as
their main study, others interested themselves in sports
and still others in good books and the fine arts.
Although thirty-nine schools had debating clubs
when the questionnaire was returned, eight signified their
intention of dropping the club at the end of the present
school year. Three gave as a reason, "lack of sufficient"
time to prepare brief and talk; two pleaded scarcity of
materials and sources for the same; one felt that children
h>nd become dissatisfied with method used in judging
debates and antagonism had been created which did more harm
than good. Two gave no reason for discontinuance.
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One hundred per cent of schools returning ques-
tionnaires ciaimed to have objectives for their clubs but
in a few cases replies indicated that these v«re vague
and overlapping.
Civic Yalvtes in Social Science Cliibs .
Question; \yhat are the most outstanding civic
values derived from Social Science Clubs?
In checking the list of civic values which
teachers hoped to squeeze from Social Science Clubs,
teacher^gave *'Cot3peration for the Common Good" the great-
est number of checks with "Constructive and Altruistic
use of Leisure Time," running a close second.
Table IV
Civic Values in Social Science Clubs as Shown by Survey
(Number of schools having clubs; 113)
Civic Values Number of Schools Per Cent of
Schools
Cooperation for Common Good 98 86.7
Constructive and Altruistic Use 55.7
Of Leisure 63
Intelligent patriotism 42 37.1
Tolerance 42 57.1
Social Justice 39 34.5
Respect for Law and Authority 37 32.7
Sane Internationalism 35 30.9
Consciousness of Public Duty 32 28.3
Training for Leadership 32 28.3
Training for Followership 32 28.3
Pupil participation 26 23.0
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Conments made on the papers returned showed that
teachers believed ’’Cooperation'* to be the keyword In any
type of social order. The Increased amount of leisure time
from work also compels schools to seriously consider ways in
which citizens may occupy their time to advantage to them-
selves and society. In the past, the impression that many
boys and girls have got of patriotism is wrong. Boisterous
outbursts, wild ^eeches, frantic flag waving does not
constitute patriot! an and teachers believe that intelligent
patriotism may be taught in the right kinds of clubs.
Comments on the significance of these civic values has
already been given in this paper.
^
Optional and Compulsory Membership in Club Activities.
^iuestion; In your school must every pupil belong
to some club or is membership optional?
Of the one hundred and thirteen schools which had
club activities, according to returns to the previously
mentioned questionnaire, forty-nine schools, or 43.3 per
cent made membership compulsory regardless of the child’s
personal desires or interests.
1. Comments on Civic Values made by teachers, p. 13-19
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Table V
Showing conrDulsary or voluntary rngnbershlp clubs.



































Massachusetts 20 18 2 17.6 15.9 1.7
Connect icut 12 13 0 10.6 11.5
Maine 5 14 0 4.4 12.3
Vermont 5 7 3 4.4 6.1 2.6
New Hamjpshire 4 8 1 3.5 7.0 .8
Rhode Island 3 6 0 2.6 5.3
Totals: 49 66 6 43.3 58.4 5.3
In many cases teachers strongly expressed unfavor-
able viewpoints against compulsory club membership, stating
that such v;as not in accordance with their desires but that
the administrator in charge left them no choice in their
plan of organisation.
It will be seen from Table Y (above) that sixty-
six schools of the one hundred and thirteen reporting, or
58.4/a, allowed the child an optional membership in clubs,
43.3/0 made membership compulsory. Pupils not entering
clubs were taicen care of during the club period in regular
study halls or various individual activities, such as
reading or gymnasium work.
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Six schools of the one hundred and thirteen, or
5 . 5%^ insisted ti^at a pupil must give satisfactory reasons
before he joined any club. In these schools not even home
room clubs were organized without an e3q)ressed desire on
the part of the pupils and in any case not every pupil was
allov/ed membership.
Teacher Tralnli^ for Club activities .
Question; Have your teachers had special train-
ing in the duties of sponsor for a social science club?
It is significant that only 60.1 per cent of club
advisers of the schools sui'veyed have had courses in club
activities which would fit them to sponsor the club assigned
or chosen. Several principals, in letters returned with
the questionnaire, e:iqplalned that they believed lack of
training a serious handicap and largely the cause of failure
of certain clubs in their building. In most cases,
principals stated lacic of preparation was not due to indif-
ference or lack of ambition on tne part of faculty members,
but to various unavoidable circumstances, such as, distance
from Schools of Education, few extension corirses given in
vicinity, curtailment of salary and the small salary
received by Inexperienced teachers being needed in the im-
mediate family so that coxirses became a luxury.
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teachers Trained as Sponsors for Social ^aclence Clubs.
(Number of schools having Social Science Clubs; 113)
Number schools Number schools
State reporting Social having teachers Per Cent
science Clubs trained
Massachusetts 35 30 85.7
Connecticut 25 13 52.0
L'^ine 18 8 44.4
Vermont 13 6 46.1
New Hampshi re 13 5 38.4
Rhode Island 9 6 66.6
Totals; 113 68 60.1
Since these valid reasons for lack of teacher
training must be taken into consideration. Table 71 shows on
the whole a comnendable attitude of teachers toward club
activities. A teacher in a large Junior High otehool in
eastern IJassachusetts expressed the viewpoint that school
committees and superintendents were in duty bound to provide
suitable extension courses in every community that is
distant from Schools of Education, if they expected teachers
to act as club sponsors. The principal of this same school
states in his letter, ”It is my belief, that lack of trained
sponsors is largely the cause of failure of most school clubs
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that are discontinued.”
The majority of boys and girls in Junior High
ochools are willing and anxious to participate in club af-
fairs, but a few are indifferent or anti-socially inclined
positively dislike to take any part in organized activities.
Some schools that value club activities highly make a great
effort to Interest every pupil so that they may have 100^
willing membership.
Credit in Social Science Clubs .
Question; Is credit allowed for participation in
Social Science Clubs?
Table 7II
Credit for Participation in Social Science Clubs
(Number of schools havii^ Social Science Clubs; 113)
Methods Used to Create Interest Niimber scliools Per Cent
reporting
1. One point each year during
Grades 7, 8, 9 toward promotion
to Senior High
17 15.0
2. One-half point each year during
Grades 7, 6, 9 tov/ard promotion
to Senior High
5 4.4
3. Awards such as pins, rings, prizes
certificates, letters
16 14.1
4. Early dismissal 2 1.7
5. Mention on honor roll in school
publication
5 4.4
6. fecial library privileges 3 1.7
7. Special gymnasium privileges 1 .8
8. No credit 64 56.6
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The most outstanding feature of Table YII, showing
the methods used to create interest in club activities, is
the fact that sixty-four schools, or 56.6 per cent of those
reporting, give no credit or recognition of any kind for
pupil participation. This would appear to indicate that
teachers feel that credit defeats, in some measure, club
objectives. It necessarily makes work too formalized and
makes a club period too much like a regular class period.
Seventeen schools, or 15 per cent of the schools
give one point of credit duripg each of the Jxmlor High
grades, toward promotion to Senior High. This custom is
most popular in schools where the cumulative point system is
used. Ten of these schools allow one point only for club
activity, regardless of the number of clubs in which the
child is a marber.
Since sixteen schools, or 14.1 per cent, give
awards of some kind we may conclude that this plan is con-
sidered helpitil in a small measure. Jottings offered by
teachers, on questionnaire returns, touching on this
feature show that it is not approved to any extent for the
reason that it creates too much rivalry and is detrimental
to school ^iilt. The pupil becomes too much interested
in the prize itself and loses sight of greater values.
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Teachers* Estimate of the Value of a Social ^iiclence Club to
Pupils .
<;iuestion: VZhat is the va]ue of a Social Science
Club to the child?
Table 7III
Value of a Social Scl ence Club
(dumber of
Value








As Indicated in Table VIII, 55 . 7% of teachers report-
ing indicated that in their opinion Social iicience Clubs were
of high value. Twenty-two teachers, or 19 .4^ believed they
were of seme value, and twenty-four, or 21.1%, believed these
clubs contributed only a small value. Teachers of this last
mentioned group, however, explained that they admitted the
possibility of deriving high values from these clubs, but due
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Oiitstandlng Weaknesses as Listed by Teachers .
Question; V/hat are the outstanding weaknesses in
Social Science Clubs?
Table IX
Outstanding Weaknesses in the Clubs Investigated.
(Kumber Social Science Clubs; 113)
Weaknesses Number Per cent
of schools of schools
Lack of trained sponsors 46 40.7
Lack of funds 54 30.0
Lack of time for pupils to prepare 34 30.0
programs
Inadequate time for teachers to 33 29.2
assist with programs
Repetition of classroom work 32 28.3
Undesirable club members 21 18.5
Teachers not consulted as to choice 21 18.5
of club
Work too formalized because credit 20 17.6
given
Lack of definite objectives 18 15.9
Passive membership 16 14.1
Club period at wrong time 7 6.1
Too frequent chaises in membership 4 3.5
The writer has already discussed these weaknesses in
detail, giving a summary of comments made by teachers.^
Regardless of the fact that teachers admit several
outstanding weaknesses, returns show that outcomes are worth-
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otrory? Points In ooclal Sdeace CIujjs .




(Number of Social Science Clubs: 113)
Number Per Cent
Strong Points of schools of schools
Llakes better citizens 103 91.1
Trained teachers 97 84.9
Excellent pregrams 89 78.7
Enthusiasm of club manbers 87 77.
Builds up Social attitudes 86 76.1
Builds up school morale 81 71.8
Teaches apiDreclation of vhat i s at hand 77 68.1
Develops Interest 76 67.2
Develops initiative 76 67.2
Teaches individual to enjoy leisure
Greater understanding of administrative
74 65.5
problems 72 63.7
Creates sympathy witii conmunity
Creates better understanding between
71 62.9
teachers and pupils 70 61.9
Emphasizes thoughtfulness for others 66 58.4
Develops skills 61 54.
Informal leamiiig 61 54.
Spontaneity 60 55.1
Provides social contacts 60 53.1
Develops good leaders 60 53.1
Develops good followers 60 53.1
Learn by doiig 58 51.3
Promotes courtesy 58 51.3
Promotes tolerance and understanding
Develops ethical character by indirect
47 41.6
method
Develops individual knowledge, habits,
47 41.6
power 38 33.6
Gives chance for exploration 38 33.6
Teaches pupils to think Intelligently 38 33.6
Teaches neatness and habits of industry 38 Zo • 6
Teaches obediences 37 32.7
Teaches loyalty 26 23.
Creates interest 26 23.
• oopgiou rrl
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This list of desirable outcomes, as stated by
teachers, gives conclusive evidence that Social Science
Clubs are instrumental in making better American citizens.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The results of this survey of Junior High School
clubs in cities in the Hew England states shows clearly
that clubs have gained a stroi^ foothold in Junior High
Schools and in the majority of cases seem to be on the in-
crease rather than on the decline. Most schools haviiag
clubs in operation plan and carry on well organized
programs that contribute to the well-rounded development of
the individuals. Clubs in general are regarded favorably
by faculties and club members but there remains much to be
done by educators in providing materials, books and equip-
ment for use in the club period. Schools must not only
provide time in the program for club activities but Ideally
principals must so arrange it that conmittees and teachers
must have time to meet together to carefully plan worth-
while programs. Clubs that have no worthy use in existing
should be abolished and worthwhile ones should receive the
cooperation and encouragement of principals as well as
faculty members.
There are a few suggestions which to the writer's
mind will contribute most to the success of any club:
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sulted to its particular needs.
2. Teachers not canpelled to act as sponsors.
3. Pupils not forced to join any club.
4. Changes in clubs made for valid reasons.
5. Responsibility for program not given to committee
unless materials are available.
6. Time must be given for advisers and program
committees to plan programs.
7. More extension courses needed in cities where
there are no Schools of Education.
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Values that May be Found In
Social science Clubs
and Comments on their Signlficauce
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part III
Civic Values that Iijay Be Fuund In Social Science Clubs
and Comments on Their SlA'iiif icance .
It is well known that the psychology of developing
ideals and attitudes is not so well developed as that of
imparting infomation, or that of developing habits and
skills. V/hile ideals and attitudes may be determined in
some measure by classroom teaching, they cannot alv/ays be
approached directly. Boys and girls are continually adjust-
ing and modifying their attitudes toward school subjects,
religion, political parties, vocations, leisure time,
occupations, people, law and authority and social justice.
Standards and ideals are continually conceived or modified
in every class period.
Ideals and attitudes also spring up from the ideas
and conduct of fellow class mates and from the child’s
contemplation of his teacher. But they may also have their
origin in, or be nourished by, all sorts of student govern-
ment and assemblies. In the writer’s opinion, no better
opportunity for developing these desirable civic Ideals and
attitudes presents Itself than that found in the Social
Science Clubs. Here is a greater chance to. educate the
emotions, to develop appreciations and to implant ideals
because of the infoimal and indirect method of approach.
Once acquired, these qualities will be a powerful influence
in determining social progress and happiness.
The technique of developing these desirable
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qualities is not subject to accurate analysis; neither can
outcomes be measured with any degree of reliability. But it
is to be expected that certain civic values may be squeezed
from Social Science clubs, provided they are conducted in the
right way, under the touch of artist sponsor who lmov;s how to
get these subtle outcomes.
Returns to a questionnaire sent out by the writer
to teachers in the New England States showed that the exper-
ienced sponsor believes that certain civic values are to be
found in their Social Science Clubs. ^ Coiunents made by
these teachers have been compiled by the writer and are here
briefly sumnarlzed from the point of view of their signifi-
cance. There are also added a few statements of educators
that pertain to the civic values discussed, which seem to
bear out the viewpoint taken by teachers.
CoOpe rat ion fo r the Conmon Good .
It is Imperative that we have teamwork in government
affairs and that self-interest is made subservient to the wel-
fare of the group if our democracy is to succeed. Social
Science Clubs develop ^roup consciousness, for group loyalties
are aroused and there are common needs and common interests
which all may serve. Cooperation may require sacrificing
something for the good of the club; again it may consist in
promoting a movement which may not particularly please the
1. Civic Values in Social Science Clubs, p. 29
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individual in all its details, but may benefit the whole.
Each pupil in the club is challenged to do his or her part
or the whole scheme is affected. This stimulus to coopera-
tion may be promoted by the ^Irlt of group loyalty and by
the feeling of disapproval and criticism if responsibilities
are not faithfully met. Cooperation may be atrophied by
lack of exercise and may be highly developed by practice and
exx)erlence. For this reason it is to be esqiected that com-
munity service will be developed that will become a permanent
attitude.
Constructive and Altruist ic Use of Leisure Time .
The greatest calamity of a community is ignorant
citizenry. T/e need men and women who are well informed.
Intelligent, cooperative, self-directed, placing common wel-
fare paramount to selfish Interest.
With the increased amount of leisure time available,
the danger arises that these extra moments may not be used
in a manner to promote good citizenship. Guidance is needed
so that future progress may net be handicapped.
Social Science Clubs offer an opportunity to learn
how to use this leisure time so that the result may be greater
happiness and satisfaction to the individual and to society.
Natural bents or hobbies may be developed. If we are com-
pelled to wait until adult life the knowledge comes too late.
Vocational experts now examine leisure time occupations for
Indications of what boys and girls can do best. Hobbies
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also are a means of relaxation in times of mental and physical
stress. Daniel Eginton says, ”V/e are likely to think that
common sense and individual initiative vhll take care of
leisure time. It will do so provided the right knowledges,
skills, appreciations and attitudes have been established in
the individual before the bulk of leisure time occurs.
Avocations in the future will be self-chosen and self-
directed. In the past, we have given too little thought to
leisure. Interpreted it narrov/ly. The old conc^tion of
leisure time is now outworn. In future, leisure time will
become one of our greatest social liabilities or social
assets. The greatest question before America today is how
can we prepare our people to capitalize leisure time."^
Inte lligent Patriotism .
Through the study of Social Science, pupils are
brought into sympathy with our institutions and acquire a
love for them. But there is a greater need for all indivi-
duals to understand the true meaning of patriotism. It
does not consist of shouting for the flag, throwing hats
wildly into the air, praising our country, right or wrong
and bragging about our wealth and power. Intelligent
patriotism means everyday service without selfish motive; it
displays Itself in sacrifice, it rejoices in the principles
for which our country stands. It is based upon love of our
1. Eginton, Daniel P., Modem Principles of Education
.
September, 1934
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coxmtry and its Institutions because of what they have cost
us and our forefathers.
This love of country is also based on a love for
humanity which extends far beyond the boundaries of our own
country and embraces the v«rld.
The intelligent patriot is honest in his dealings
with his fellowraen; he uses his influence to get the right
men in office, he regards his vote as sacred, he obeys the
law and if elected to office, serves his country unself-




Psychologists tell us that v/e are not bom with
prejudices but that we acquire than from our social environ-
ment. Individuals unconsciously create unfavorable racial
attitudes in a child's mind \^4ien he is yoxing. Experiences
with a few individuals may create attitudes that have no
relation to actual facts. Parents and teachers fall to
realize that prejudice is often based on ignorance and mis-
conception. Possibly there was a time when it was necessary
for the protection of each tribe to look with suspicion and
hatred upon other people. Today, however, cooperation is
the keyword, for we are living in a world of easy communica-
tion. Distance has lost its meaning. All are near
neighbors. Our interdependence necessitates the development
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of favorable attitudes toward various peoples. America has
been built on the idea of democracy, of freedom and oppor-
tunity for all. Wo nation is culturally or economically
complete but is helpful in enrichirg the lives of other
groups. Appreciation of the cultures and contributions of
other nations are developed in iiocial science Clubs. The
best way to secure international peace is to kindle in
children the greater feeling of kinship with humanity at
large. Similarities of all peoples should be stressed and
differences pointed out when they represent interesting
cultural contributions. It is not Christian- like or
civilized to build xq) hatred in the hearts of our children
toward other peoples. Attitudes toward other races are
built up based on Ignorance and superstition.
In Social Science Clubs, the opportunity presents
itself for pupils to appreciate other races and peoples and
their contributions to humanity so that much prejudice may
be eliminated.
Social Justice
Today we are told that cooperation is the keynote
for all associations. v7e must put social justice first and
the interests of a particular class or profession second.
\7e cannot deny that there is much undesirable con-
duct in our social order. Two things are essential, however,
knowledge of social principles involved and the will to
reform abuses. Government is really of and for the people
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and the golden rule is measare of its success.
Humanity is moving forward to the piactical applica-
tion of the teachings of Christianity as they effect the lives
of individuals. Justice demands fairer distribution of
wealth, greater opportunities for ownership, assurance of a
living wage, safe working conditions, comfortable homes,
healthful recreation and elimination of hazards of unemploy-
ment .
Respect for Law and Authority
’i7e have only to look about us to see the evidence of
need for more training to overcome the evils of crime, law-
lessness, and disorder which is i^revalent in most c cramunities.
Students must be tai;ght that liberty does not mean license;
that there are certain laws that must be obeyed for the good
of all. Social offenders must be discovered in school life
and trained so that they may become a help instead of a burden
to the community.
In Social Science Clubs, members are obliged to
practice conforming to certain rules. The non- conformant
soon learns that to disregard regulations means receiving the
disapproval of the group or ostracism.
Sane Internationalism
A nation can no longer provide wholly for its own
needs without considering- other nations. Countries have been
drawn closer and closer together as they have advanced in
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learniog, invention, commerce and the arts of civilization.
Every vital step talcen today by a leading country indirectly
affects all. V/hen questions of common interest come up,
agreenents and compromises must be handled in an intelligent
and unselfish manner. Countries must not be hurried into
war to satisfy personal greed or ambition. Future citizens
must be trained to think clearly so that they may have an
understand! of the principles which ought to guide our
nation in peace or war.
A splendid opportunity presents Itself in these
club activities to lead members to form critical judgments
on controversial issues. The pupil is stimulated, for
example, in a Current Events Club^ to an Interest in current
problems. This will give him a wider background so that he
may be able to more wisely judge the value of what he sees and
hears. He will not so easily fall a prey to unscrurjulous
extremists, either of the conservative or radical type.
It is not the job of the qjonsor to indoctrinate
the learner, but he should lead him to become less prejudiced,
make him skeptical of unfair propaganda and teach him to weigh
arguments on their merits so that he imy think clearly for
himself.
This opinion of teachers is borne out by many
’'fi’ontier thinkers." Glenn Frank has said, "The nation's
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schools owe their students and the adult public something
more than a neutral listing of the dilemmas of our time,
^hools must set lamps burning in those darlc places where
social decisions falter for want of light. The nation has
the right to e3q)ect from its educators candor of judgment
upon even the most controversial issues."^
'*It is important/' declared I,!rs. Franklin D.
Roosevelt, "that children grow up in an atmosphere of inter-
est in public questions for it is becoming increasingly
evident that good government, particularly in a democracy,
depends upon the interest and responsibility which every
individual citizen is willing to shoulder. A child brought
up in a home where he hears these questions discussed will
take it for granted that he must in time take up his share
2
of the responsibility and exercise good citizenship."
Another, "Frontier Thinker", ITicholas I/Turray Butler,
sees the necessity for a good citizen to be well informed.
V
He says, "The twentieth century man finds himself compelled
to try to keep abreast of the news in order to carrj^ on con-
versation with his fellowmen and to deal with the tasks of
daily life. His problem is, while doing this, to find time
to thinlc, to reflect, to understand and to fit the passing
news into its proper franewoik of understanding and inter-
1. Frank, Glenn, 'Educating for Tomorrow", Social Frontier ,
October, 1934
£. Roosevelt, Eleanor, Current Events
.
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pretat ion.
"The more news v/hlch the daily journals briiig to
the attention of the public, the more important it is for
that public to understand the meaning of the nev/s, the
lessons which it teaches and the conduct and policies to
^^hich it points. He must learn to iiaice news talce its place
in the raw material of ordered and reflective knowledge.
Unless he does so, news itself will have for him merely an
emotional value and his Intellect will atrophy."^
Consciousness of Public Duty
Altogether too many citizens, youthful and adult,
seem to be entirely unconscious that they have any responsi-
bility toward the public. To them, it is the other fellow
who should be Interested. They lament the n\imber of dis-
honest office holders, th^ deplore the criminal in our midst
and loudly condemn unfair lav;s that are passed. But at the
same time, these dissatisfied individuals remain awgy from
the polls, refuse to report v/rong doers to proper authorities
and close their eyes to bribery or accept graft themselves.
Harold Lasid says regarding need for consciousness
of public duty:
"The student seems almost to be a non-political
animal. He may know what is happening in Congress or the
1. Butler, Nicholas I.furray (President of Columbia University,
New York), from the 19154 report of Columbia University.
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legislature of his state. But he feels no sense of responsi-
bility for either and no obligation of any kind to interest
himself in their affairs. He talks of American politics as
though they were the remote affairs of a distant planet. He
speaks of the politicians as though they represented some
Inferior sub-species of the human race. He assumes, that
no decent man embarks upon a political career; and he takes it
for granted, accordingly, tiiat graft and corruption are its
necessary accompaniments. The idea that citizenship involves
on his part an active interest in affairs simply does not seem
to occur to him.'*^
In speaking of the qualities of the citizen who
appreciates his public responsibilities, James Bryce says;
"The good citizen is one who will have sense enough
to judge of public affairs; discernment enough to choose the
right officers; self-control enough to acc^t the decision
of the majority; honesty enough to seek the general welfare
rather than his own at the expense of the community; public




One of the greatest needs in our American democracy
is a varied and balanced leadership. A good leader is
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especially fitted by force of ideas, character, administrative
ability and will power to arouse and direct men in conduct and
achievement. Qualities of good leadership are honesty.
Integrity, initiative, adaptability, tact, vision, self-confi-
dence, unselfishness, toleration, courage, enthusiasm, ability
to inspire and good judgment
.
Activities in the Social Science clubs provide
experiences in which these qualities may be developed. Pupils
who get experience and training in leading his fellows are
preparing for similar opportmiities in adult life.
Followers
Since it is evident that there must be intelligent
followers in a successful democracy as well as good leaders,
it is to be expected that students must be taught to under-
stand fundamental principles and taloe part in the formulation
of plans for the good of all. They are responsible for those
to whom they give power. It is their duty to watch the
leaders and see that they accept their responsibility.
Every Social Science Club gives opportunity for the
development of good follov/ers. Students elect their leaders;
they draw up their constitution and by-laws and loyally
support the projects which they have themselves planned.
Pupil Participation
Pupil participation constitutes one of
the most basic factors in any Social Science Club. Every club
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manber leams by doir^. Opportunities are given for indi-
viduals to participate in the programs. They taiie charge
of the meeting and handle all apparatus used. In clubs
where visual aids are used, teachers say that in all cases
pupils are taught to operate the lanterns and 16 ram. machines.
In some cities where Junior Citizen clubs are
organized, the boys and girls themselves are allowed to hold
public office for one day each year, under the svroervislon
of the officials.
Fretv/ell says, ”Part iclpation under a democratic
regime in the government of the school and in the organization
of its Infonnal social and club life gives pupils an oppor-
tunity to develop those civic Ideals and practices that are
characteristic of democracy; whereas non-participation under
an autocratic regime develops in pupils either an xinthinklng
submission to, or an habitual evasion of, authority that is
characteristic of an autocracy. Pupils in a democratized
school learn hov; to get aloi%- with their fellows under con-
ditions similar to those existing in the life of any
cornnvinity. In other words, a democratic organization and
administration of the activities of school life recognizes
that tiie life of a public high school is singly a cross-
section of the life of the community and as such presents
civic problems that are inescapable and for the same reason
opportunities for civic training that are unequal led. ’*1
1. Report of the Survey of the Public Schools of Philadelphia,
Vol. lY, p. 114
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Pickell, spealcing from the standpoint of an exper-
ienced administrator, says, "Student participation in school
control is fundamental because of the inherent premium which
democracy places upon the integrity of the action of the
individual who thinlcs and v/ilfully acts with due considera-
tion to those about him. It is fundamental because it
in^jlies codperation."^
1» Pickell, P. G., "Training for Citizenship through Practice",
School Review
.
Vol. XXYIII, pp. 519-521
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Specific Social Jclence Clubs to be Considered
and Their Measure of Attainment of the Above Values
Travel Club
It has been said that when nations \inderstand each
other we shall have solved the problem of world peace. Only
when a majority of people in each country realize that their
native land is not svifficient unto Itself, that it has its
limitations as well as its advantages; that there must
necessarily be Interdependence among nations — only then
will men be able to plan and execute wisely and share with
the rest of the world the goodly Inheritance that is theirs.
To achieve this knowledge, this understanding,
there can be no better way than to train our youth to
appreciate the traditions, custom and life in other countries
as well as our own. We must create in the student a desire
to know the problems which confront his fellow mortals as
well as a knowledge of how these problems are met. He must
be taight to realize what it means to live together in
organized society. He must learn to appreciate the contri-
butions to civilization made by all countries and in doing this
he will develop a tolerance and syn^athetic \anderstanding for
other people besides broadening his own interest and motivating
his school vADdc.
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Children become better acquainted with the world in
which they live if they learn first by direct contact with
their own neighborhood and through their own experiences.
Later they acquire a more comprehensive knowledge of their
local, state and national environment, the character and
utilization of its resources and finally they may use this
knowledge as a basis for appraising the significance of foreign
regions with vihich they may become acquainted. Ideally through
travel but indirectly through reading, study and Imaginary
trips. The growth of ^predation naturally depends upon the
expansion of the mental horizon.
The Intelligent citizen in an enlightened democracy
has studied History and Geography but this alone does not
prepare him for sympathetic cooperation with other nations,
it dwes not help him to avoid rancor and antagonism nor teach
him how to answer a plea for broader internationalism.
In order to enlarge on this basic knowledge to which
all children in the public schools of our country are exposed
a Travel Club may prove to be a valuable supplement to regular
classroom work, if carried on in the right way. In some
schools, however. Travel Clubs are conducted in such a manner
that it is doubtful as to their value. Teachers, in answer-
ing the questionnaire referred to before in this paper,
^
indicate that there is a weakness of objectives, a shortage of
1. Weaknesses in Travel Clubs, p. 37
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materials for use in mailing programs and lack of time for
prei^arlng the same.
If a Travel Club is to be worthwhile, many changes
must take place in some systems. Only students who are
Interested in such activities should be allowed to join and
preferably the number should be from twenty-five to thirty-
five. Quantities of materials should be available. Ideally
club members on the program committee should have ample time
to prepare programs. Time should also be planned for by the
executive so that sponsor and conraittee may get together at
least during one forty-minute period each week aside from the
meeting of the club.
Ob.iectives of a Travel Club .
1. To give club members a wider knowledge of the
world's people, cities, customs, traditions, history and
places of Interest.
2. To give a greater appreciation of the contribu-
tions of other nations and peoples.
3. To create an interest in world affairs.
4. To develop tolerance and iinderstandii^ of other
peoples.
Activities of a Travel Club .
Activities in a Travel Club may be social, physical
and constructive. The social activities consist in the
students planning real or imaginary trips to places or countries
tc-l
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of their choice. Committees are appointed to take charge of
arrangement, transportation, preparation, conduct and social
welfare. It is the duty of the Arrangement Comnittee, under
the careful guidance of the counsellor, to visit the Travel
Bureaus in the vicinity and get various pamphlets and
circulars that may be used to supplement the text book. They
appoint one of their number as secretary to write for
materials to agencies in the United States and in foreign
countries. A wealth of free literature is generously given
by the United States Government, state governments, railroad
companies, steamship lines, motor bus lines, manufacturing
concerns and Chambers of Commerce in all large cities. These
pan^hlets contain much vital information; Itinerary of trip,
cost, method of travel, description of places of interest,
passport requirements, customs, and scenery en route. In
such a condensed form it proves extremely valuable and saves
hours of time in looking up details in the library. When
this vast amount of materials, consisting of booklets,
itinerary of trips, circulars, time tables, maps, pictures,
posters, charts, exhibits, etc. arrive, the committee carefully
sorts it and places it in large envelopes, accurately labeled.
All large pictures should be mounted on light weight cardboard.
Every Travel Club should have a large file cabinet
AAhere these envelopes may be k^t . Other sections of the
file will contain lantern slides, travel books that are made by
students, diary of a trip, and any other material that is
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tQhsr.s: Jxteftia'saB'iiA o/i»f to oriJ oi il .Qiatlofi
> leva'll’ &riit ^ialv ^roIXsamioo o£ii lo eofl:«ir.ti:;3 Xj/ioiBa add"
foot', a^oidqcisq aL - iifiv dca \5 dinX0 Xv 6.it a 2 ejXo9it;€
.:-rooof ix03 edd drtaraoXqqua oi boss: 9d vjiiTi b^hIuoiLo
'roi 3* i*^i\v oi v^^de^oeu 3S letirajjn iloiH To snc Jaiotiofs
rr^iilsioT ui cn.' aodBJC LaJiiiU odd cl selonQ^e oi
novi3 xLzvc'ixiO'^ el otic^B'isdlX soit to ddiBSW a .soii^ccoc*
bBoiiliW ,32jnE>iim9vas edjBJa
,
IxisitunGvoO aedriidt bedlcXf add \;cf
3nlix/dO£'iciJiain ^aocil sJJd •xolom .aanlX qidaiafcsJa , aalncqraoo
saedT -aoldlo ££a til oo'ietw.oO to ai 3 -:n-(ecl0 brte aii*'. 0 {xtoo
io x'uyroal^l ;coll&''rio‘txi:l XsJ iv rbcm clBdxico sdeXuifnBq
^Isoisdiil 10 aadBlq ‘io coldqi'ioesb ,Xev£id tu bOiiisnT ,sfaoo
cl .©Jco*i CG '^loctjoe t>c45 .Goiodaco ,e xt i’j oqtesq
38VBa deal ©XdBi/Xfiv aiiiai ixe aevotq dl nrfoT dsr.iX'rbaoo & dosji,
cteii^- .v^'tsicflX erlj at eXloj^ed qc scIaooI el 3ii'lJ 10 a'UfUxi
.aJoXXooJ 10 ^cildalaeoo ,eX£c*iedfiai lo Oaev oliid
(ESiodolq ,aqjiSn ,3eld-6;l dirXt ^a^rBleoilo lo ^xeierxlll
'^XXc'iecAO 09l.tlra;ioo srid . 0^9 ,3ol(llftx© ,el*iJSdo ,si9^soq
• beisdai v;l9^BijyooA ,a0qol3VSiO es'isX at 11 seoeXq bm 11 elice
.b'liiocb'xeo id^lew Jd^riX so belm/oni acf oXeorla aercwlofq o^iaX XXA
leclcfao oXil a^raX s evari bXcoiia Jc/XO levac? ^navlT
©dl lo aeolioaa 'leriiO . Iqodl oJ \^r eovotovaa CB&iij ©‘xeiir
v,cf objsci eia latil aiioocf Xovjocx .seblla xrtoJ-iwX xtJb.lcoc £Xlw ©Xii
ai :iiiU Xj7lc©l«a 'iQxilo bajs .qlcl a to y^a&lb ,alcobJJda
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valuable enovgh to save. All available materials should be
carefully listed and numbered and sheets or cards containii^
this infomation placed in the file where a pupil may gain
easy access to it as needed.
It is extrenely important that the Travel Club
sponsor recognize the importance of securirg all these
materials very early in the school year. The success of
her club d^ends much upon it. Once in her possession
these aids may be used each successive year by adding revised
or new copies and as time passes a great amount of worthwhile
information will be accumulated.
The Preparation Committee makes use of the materials
gathered from the various sources to secure information about
any proposed trip. The chairman of the comnittee assigns
topics to club members who in turn will present than to the
group. This inl'oimation should cover government, social
institutions, religions, business, amusements, fine arts,
military strength, national likes and dislikes, customs,
traditions, resources and contributions of the country studied.
The Transportation Committee must find out the
various ways available to reach the place selected, whether by
airplane, steamship, bus or train. This committee considers
the cost, convenience, and value of the scenery en route and
acquaints the club manbers with this information. They also
secure infomation concerning passports or other identifica-
tion papers needed.
ou Mijoxia sI^lTieJefn XXA .svez oJ ri^JOiSD aldawlAv
gciinis^rroo et'iso 10 e Peoria isria beiorfr^iua ii:£^ jbo*^aXI \;XIiAe’rjBO
Ii^iifq s sierunr olll ariJ al ooOBlq aoijsanolal afiiJ
.Ij©X>06£r 3jb Ji ui saeooii
duli^ ISYJSTi’i Oils ^J&ni JCfiJiOqrci vis*, di^jxo al
oaouiJ lie jpiTDOoe lo ©orujsi'ioqail yd*? eiJiagoobi loencqa
Ic aaeooij-a snT ' .iseY loodoa eri^ ijiov aXaiidJiMr:
nolaasaaoq isri «1 eoaO .Ji noqi/ domi abrecev dulo led
Leaivyi ^itbs ',jd ijae^ Gviaesooixa no^ boass ed ab*j4 sasdj
elidwxi^iow lo iiujur.B jseia s aeasisq emti 3£ faafi asiqoa lo
. be^BlunufOo-a ed ££Iv aoUjsaiio'hrl
aiBlis^Bai odi’ ^0 eeu ssijsoi o9^^iin^noJ uoXi jbt:3ctu'.. 1 sdl?
Jaod^ iioi;fj3nnol:Tl oniiosa 0 ;^ sooujjti eooE's.ev an; moil bettSilJjs^
aff^ipae solJIinnco aa^ lo ftamljailo ©nT .qlai Jboeoqcnq
9 tiJ oi aod«- Jneaatq Iliw cil crfcv aiscbiaa c'fcio o'5 eoiqo^
£bI 008
,
Jitefflxrisvos lovoo bluorls noljsmo^-i ald'i? .ryerrs
,3^1^ ©ail ,8 JrcatnscdraB ^aasniac/d .snoI^ileT: ^enoXi wil Jani
,BBioJauo ,29iili8lf) Injii aoiili IfijioiXen , \7i^jZIIr.i
.beXbxj^e ’^Jmjoo edJ '10 anoi^i/dini-rsco bna asoijjoasrt .aociJlDiPicf
ecl^ i!jO bnl'i ^axxffi oe^^i^T^uO £ioi;;a3*roqari3*ii’ ©dT
\;d nadi’extw ^baJosXea so-aXq ©riJ rlojBQt oJ ©IdjaXifiv-s a-y^iwv cJGOlnav
aioblcnoo ©©^JXXcoroo aiiiT .iiis-x? 10 sssd ,qid2in3dd-3 ^orosXqalja
603 fjisjm a© \;;i9fi908 e-'t^ 'io ©jyXev ons .©onoXnevaoo ,i9Q0 &£ii
ogXs ^adT .ncX^ai.riO'inX axd^ :iJXv.' a'xod.tea cirXo ad; aJnisiipoa
-soX'tXcfcabi 'iodlc to r. Jicqaaaq '^Jxi'seocca coiv ar.iolnX ixiijooa
,b0i)9sa eieqacj nc X-
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The Condvict Conunittee will suggest topics for group
discussion, on such things as etiquette while traveling, con-
versation in public, eating in public places, desirable
behavior, crowding, talking to strangers, interfering with
officials who are on duty, asking for information, buying
tickets, managing traveling luggage, sharing seats, paying
government tax, quarantine, and customs inspection.
The Social Coiiinittee plans the use of leisure time
for the prospective tourists. These members are especially
active in demonstrating and leading in games played on ship-
board — such as shuffleboard, horse racing and tennis. They
mention dancing, orchestra, library and their place on a sea
trip. Cost and use of deck chairs and steamer rugs may be
discussed. Using information which they secure from the
**Personal Service Bureau” of any large department store they
suggest the proper clothing and suitable amount for any pro-
posed trip. Bon Voyage cards, gifts of fruit and candy are
minor topics which prove interesting. When the Travellers
finally arrive at an imaginary city vhlch may be their
destination, the conmlttee plans amusements for the few hours
left after sight-seeing trips. Amusements should be in
keepirg with the place visited. Skating, skiing or snow-
shoeing might be arranged for the tourist in Switzerland, a
gondola ride on a canal in Venice, a bicycle trip in
Holland, and theaters and shopping in Paris.
It is helpful in many Travel Clubs to have two or
id aolqof IliAr eaJjIxnntoO lowtooO Si.T
-/too
, 3fiiXav£i? oIL'tv/ e\i^ssspl^& sa 8j3ni;1i .lore no ^noiasnoalL
eldii'xiaeb ,3eo^lq^ rsi .oiXci;q ni fl0j;jsc.i9v
rl^iw 8p2i0'tieJni a oS ,3Clx>’.voio ^loit aila^
ryilvvutf ."oijjsario'ini iua -Qat bS rrc en& Oit^r alsloXlio
^ay^ae8 ^iiaria *^al£e'^&t} ^i-jy^nsm ,3^e?Ioi^
• nolooeqani amojEno JbCB ^OB.Utuii&sj£> ,X£3 to9.nx«&vos
scnii eiiraisl lo eau sdj sxusXq seiiLcrmoO Isio^S adT
'jIlsiMqea ai^ Eiscin:sai oasdT .Swafiuoi ovi^oecaciq oA^J lol
-q}it3 CO La^iilq Eeaceis cl sciJbJsaX bcB yrX^ai^acoaijb cl avi^oc
.?. Lijccj CCS gcxoBi aaiori
.
bicodalUx-dE as doca — bii:JuCf
2QS a CO soaXq lied? ban \isiC-X ..tiiJsodoio ,^'IonjBb ccXJconi
od y^nr. a^oi lorasaJa b/sc aii^iio jioeb 'io aac on-s ^soO .-iid
9dJ rood eijuoes y^edJ xioM'^- aolSs^ ^lal “saleU .bazauozlb
yjadt oioie .^C9^2^•t^lqe5 '^rts 'ic ’’csoicS solVieL Iccocia*!”
-oiq -'CO lo'i ^cconki oXcfsJ'lca bC£i ^.‘rUoXo isqocq odJ Xc9*,'j;;3
©us ^>ixao bcs i.Icnl ao sdi *3 jSbico 9^\;oV coa .qiii fcoEoq
aieIXsvwiT eri^ ioc% . 3^i^a©': 0^cI ©vciq doidw soIqcxJ loclm
ii©flj ©d doixtw ns ds evXiis ’\jXIccil
aix/oxi w©^ ©d^ lol a^caccoawavs snclq ©eJJ Inxitoo ed^ ,nol ^srtX i'aeL
ci ©d bicoila a JcsmoEU.TwX ,aqii^ ^ll^9^-^ds^e le^'is JlsI
-wcca 10 ^iiis ,Si;I^JSJiS .bsJiaiv oooXq ©ri^ d.ri.'J 3xXqe 8>:
s .5nsXi9s^iT-’S ci isiiwo^ 9d.J lol be-a^x^nvo ed irtsb'.T ^cisods
ci qiicr eXo^oid c ^eoiaeV ci lijceo ^ co ©bii cXobco^
.aiisq ci ^iqqorla bcs aiotssd^ bcs .oiicXI j:-
10 owi 9V-SJ uJ EdcIJ l9\'ciT ci Xc'iqXexi si dl
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three members who might be called ’’Broadcasters”. These
individvals should be ever alert to discover and announce
when travel lectures are to be given in their home city so
that the club may attend as a unit . They should keep in
touch with new travel books that ippear in the library
and watch the papers for announcements of travel programs
to be given on the radio. If this information is given
in a live manner over an imitation radio during the last
few minutes of the club program, it is worthwhile.
Physical activities consist of songs, games, folk
dances and dramatizations. Musical instruments may be
played if available and suitable to the program. It is
suip)rising what talent may be found if the sponsor is wide
awake. Many foreign children attend our schools who play
the instrument of their native country. They are willing
and proud to demonstrate if encouraged and appreciated.
During an Italian program, the violin, harmonica, or
accordlan might be used; castlnets for Spain, bagpipes for
Scotland; the tom-tom for Indian reservations and the ukelele
for Hawaii.
There is, of course, little time to prepare
elaborate costumes to be used in the Travel Club. But it
takes only a few minutes to make a sash of cheap material to
be worn durii^ a folk dance to signify the colors of the
country represented and this adds much to the affair.




oaari^ . **E*i9()ajCiO£i6c.'r2*' beXXeo 9Cf Oitv aioo-iBra ©9Hil
©oax/oriiiB £>xt£ levou; ib jJ Jicela 'ievo od llsiodz Rlarblvlbal
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.ei Ift?//i*acw 8l *X .mCj’iiiCdq cfalo ©d* 'io sodaaim wsl
^Xol ,e©nss .Esrcoa -lo iclsajo aoi.'ivIJoa laoXa^ri^
Si. a *a&£fjnjc.rii isoiaiJM .Bac,i*iisi*ecue'xb baa ssoctsb
Bt il .aaigpiq ©d* o* ©idsj'xwa bos sld^laxs 'll bo^-sXq
9biw Ei loaaoqs ©dJ "ii baud ed ’^^cn tasLat iad.v j^^laXiqrtua
’.jsXq ufiv/ aXoodoe ‘iuo basiSB asobXXrio tSQiszo’i "vyie .e^Ls^ia
^^IXXX^’ ©'id .-vTijrtuoo 9vi?dn al©d* ^ jaDiiiu-s^aai erl*
.bo*Elo9’iqqa brta besciuooa© II ©dstidsaotaab o* buoiq bad
10 .solaociijsxl ,aIXoiv ©it^ .irdigaiq a&XXd*! as sciiuQ
101 asqiqr-sJtid ,aia3qa lol a*9aX*a£C ’;boau ed rj2 Xx,i 300j3
©X©X93£u od* baa aaoUsv-xoaei apical iol cio^-^no* ©xi* ;baeX*oo8
.iltXHGii lo't
eisqoia 0* ©mi) eX*JiI ^eaiuoo lo
,
3i oiodT
*I *ufl .duiO Xov-iiT Oil* ui bsau ©d cd a^cx'iaw/O ©isiod^I©
o* Xaii3*ism qaado 'io daas s -.; 39*unXir wal a ^^ao aarzis*
edJ aioXco ©d* ^Zd’^Lc. oj ooast' iXo'i a '^ttub aiovf ©d
.lisila ©d* Qt doun: sbbs aXdJ bos b©Ji»eaiq©i ’ii*auco
^d s*ai0i''Ooo \LLatjau ois ’’^idjoXo" lo aiexioaoT
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spending a few minutes in helping to advise pupils in sewirg
the materials. Gym suits are best suited for all dances.
A small flag of the country studied may be made also and
placed near the American flag during the program.
The athletic instructor may be willing to help in
giving directions to a few pupil leaders so that folk dances
may be taught for use in the programs. In most schools, a
victrola may be procured and the dance records that accompany
the folk dance may be purchased at little cost. Dances
that would be easy and appropriate to use are suggested for
a few coimtries.^













1. Books containing songs and folk dances as listed, p. 98
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Dance of Greet ir^ Denmark
Songs, either sung by the entire group or used
as solos contribute to the program and stir up the activity
There are many that are familar to the child as they are
taught in the regular music classes.^
Watch on the Bhine Germany
The Marseillaise France
Santa Lucia Italy
The Volga Boatman Russia
My Wild Irish Rose Ireland
National Hymn Austria
Rei go ’ s Hymn Spain
Polish National Song Poland
Klraigayo Japan
The Campbells are Coming Wales
Carol of the Shepherds Boh^ia
The Jasmine Flower China
Finlandia Finland
Hindu Song India
£1 Manton de Manila Mexico
Thanksgiving Hymn Holland






f>9au 10 'woi' s^xitio enJ ^xrm 'ledJie ,8«?xioa
^£l^ qw ilJe bns .'nsi^uiq &cJ' ext eJL’tfii^rrco aoloii at*
91B 's^odJ- 8J3 IjIZrio sdJ Ov laXicLoi oati iiSrlJ ^josia oib oiodT
^.398315X0 Oizum MaXiJSS'l 9^^
anidH ehJ oc dOoiJ'.^
0 onai'a aa laXileaiaM edT
\:Xa;t I aXowJ a^aJ3t.
aX e 3i;H oeaiJaCtS a^cV ea*
t-fiaXeil 03o£ rielil 1)X2\T ^>1
aiictjjjj’A or\;h XsiioiXaK
flXaqS neG^K a 'OS loll
1)061 0*1 jacS XanoiJaTI dalXol
nsqct. o\;6slOTl3i
aaXaTJ anXoioO 016 aXXocfqaaO erii*
sxaiQxiua abiorlqsiiE odl Ic XaiaO
acIdO *i9woi‘v enl.Tieab- eciX
jjjxaXnX'? &LLcix^iar>l
aXboI Sdob ijLtilli
ooiesM .'J-isisi'i eb aOvtaaM I'd
^081 XoH
ae .q jUyiaXX aa aaonsfi liXcft bos e-gcios ^fiXiila^coo aiioos *X
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Annie Laurie Scotland
It was a Dream South America
When I v;as Seventeen Sweden
God Save the King England
The Maple Leaf Forever Canada
National Hymn of Norway Norway
Dance Song from Jutland Denmark
Land of My Fathers Iceland
Hymn of the Slavs Czecho Slovakia
Don Miguel Portugal
Dramatizations that are short and require few re-
hearsals may he used to advantages. Original dialogues or
plays which give the information desired are valuable. Long
plays are suitable for assemblies but have no place in a
Travel Club
.
Keats has said that the great beauty of poetry is
that it makes everything in every place interesting. The
poems that are suggested here contribute joy, beauty and
inspiration to Imaginary travels. They will create for the
"Traveller** an atmosphere of vision and fancy which will
enrich his experience.^
1. Reference list, p. 98
orraXJoo;'. efrcnA
BO l‘tsLJi iii:soii RiES'iC a zz^ il
neLowii noe^rtavL'S aav/ I nedW
ba&l^tS. gciiii ods avjig boO
fibariaO 4,av-jiC^ ISGvI oXqauI ed*]?
’^ijvncPf -^rz/ioK ‘io ncn^iH l oaolJall
:i'i*3nao(I b£xxi£^£/I, itci’i ^oS aQriJ3(I
bxialool aiad^a'i lo bruiJ
sXjiiiVuXa orioosO avisXc 9dJ 'to diTTjH
XaCrW'XTO^I X'jiJj^ ”3 nod
“01 v/s*!: 0‘xXsjpe'i bos Jioda oia iziiS oiioUeKl^smsnd
'XL aojj^oXfiXb XfiriXsiiO . 30^^^svbs oi beer scf ^an: aXeaiaed
^c.I .eXcTarlav eua beiXasb no liBr.'Uj'isii odJ evXs doiitv a'^aXq
3 ai eojaXq on: ovijd ivd eeiicfasaas tol eXdfclXra oib z-^lq
. dJjl'J XevaiT
zi r^ Jooc 'to \jjriied ed^ JbiBe ssri eMeli
9ii? .aiiXJaeioJ'tiX eo -.Iq vieva nX saidX'^ove eeiist; tsdd
bns \jiu£53tf eJiml'Jiaoo sisd baJeegawe e'la aoaoq
e/i^ lo't eXco'xo iXX'.v Tjod*!- .aXevxs'iX -j^ifini^snix oi noUd*!! jaxii
XXiw doxiiv '^ocsBl: Lnc troXaiv lo aiadqaoinls rjB ‘''leiXavxsi’:'”
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.q .JalX so^ieisleE .X
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England
Home-Thoughts from Abroad Robert Browning
Going Up to London Raney Byrd Turner
Coinposed Upon Westminster Bridge William Wordsworth
Yesterday in Oxford Street Rose Pyleman
The Spires of Oxford W. M. Letts
Ireland
Saint Patrick Edwin Markham
The Bells of Shandon Francis Mahoney
The Kerry Lads Theodosia Garrison
Scotland
Scottish Earth John Martin
The Banks 0* Boon Robert Bxirns
Boat Song Sir Walter Scott
Midland Mary Robert Bums
VVal es
Oh, Little Country of My Heart Mildred Howells
Welsh Ballad Ernest Rhys
sniawoifi rtocfofi fe^oidA aiot^ CJd^oilT-OinoH
loffix/'J ^JQfliaTr aobticJ. oi^ qU
dJiowarrtoW msIIIiW 9:§&iia neJanxm^aeV. i:oqU beaoqrooO
98OH Jeo'UE b’XcTorO ni -^bieJceY
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The Book Stalls on the Seine Charles Slattery
Notre Dame Theophlle Gautier
In the Forest of Fountalnhleau Christopher Craven
Belgium
The Old House of Flaixiers Ford Hueffer
V/aterloo Lord Byron
The Belfry of Bruges Henry ’,7. Longfellow
Holland
Sketches from a Canal Boat Gertrude McGlffert
The Heavenly Hills of Holland Henry Van Dyke
Scandinavia
There is a Charming Land Adam Oehlanschlager
Flower-Market, Copenhagen Robert Hillyer
Switzerland
Hymn Before Sunrise Samuel Coleridge
William Tell 7/illiam C. Bryant
Monument at Lucerne John Kenyon
ooriiJ'1‘4
sjQ'3S3S ilsIA alia‘1
aeXifiiiO ertleS sxiit no sXXs^o 3iooE oiiT
•XQi tWJSv sXirkrosrlT Qcr^ 0*1 ioH
naviiiO iDdqoJsiiriO yjisXtfn.tiJ^miO’? "zo teoio'i Bci7 al
iiujI^XoE
'isl'idJjH b’to'i io obugH fcXO osiT
nto*2\;S b*i0il ocXieXa^V
woXX9'tscio*X ‘V^' VinsH ae^ina -^tliee eriT
XnJiXioH
Xie i r-oM 9 bin; J'x 9-0 XjsuE IsneO s ;noi'i aeiloXeaL
bosXXoH lo aXXXH *^;Xriovjs©H oii^
elvefilbciJsoS
•xo^XtioertoXriQO iiuabA bojisJ gnlnnariO s ai oieiiT
19\;IXXH J'xadoS jBQserineqoO , ^02^1B^'-'xe Wei'S
biJisX'iQsJiwe
9:^ii3XoO Xoimitto oaxiai/S oioleS
irisiXXiVt XXoT liiaiXXiW




Gorgio Lad Amelia Burr
Italy
Italia, io ti Salute Christina Rossetti
Venice Amy Lowell
In a Gondola John Todh;mter
Rome Amy Lowell
Greece
The Isles of Greece Lord Byron
The Parthenon by Moonlight Richard Gilder
Sunset on the Acropolis Edwina Babcock
Egypt
The Nile Elizabeth Coatsworth
Sunset on the Desert Theodore Maynard
Bedouin Love Song Bayard Taylor
Tableaux require little preparation and give variety
and interest to a program. It is best to have pictures avail-
able so that pupilft may study them and understand the character
he is to represent.
The Stereograph, lantern slides, and moving picture
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They arouse interest and illustrate in a vivid way certain
facts and principles viiich are vital to the child's
development.
Nearly all coinnunities have civic minded men and
women who have experienced foreign travel. These persons
may be invited to visit the club and relate their personal
experiences. First hand information is doubly valuable.
There are many constructive activities which give
opportimity for the participation of all members.
Siurgested Activities for a Travel Club .
1.
Oral reports (personal travel 15. Radio programs
experi ences
2. Talks by travellers
3. Illustrated talks
4. Stereoptican views














18. Display of: passports,
citizen certificates,





20. li'Iaking a stamp album
21. Making of posters
22. I^kii^ of maps
23. Iilaklng of travel books
24. Mountli]g pictures
25. Making scrap books
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In planning programs, it is helpful to divide the
time alloted to the club period so that imaginary trips may
be planned by air, vater, bus and train as well as having
miscellaneous programs. If the Itineraries of various
travel concerns are used as a basic plan and the materials
found in their guide books, pamphlets and circulars are
enriched by textbooks, visual aids, dramatization and other
forms of pupil activity much valuable information will be
presented to the group. Plans for the entire school year
should be made early in September but these may of course be
subject to change at ary time when circumstances make it
advisable. One proposed trip ;nay cover several club periods.
It is not a question of how many countries, cities or wonders
of nature are visited but of values derived. Many valuable
ideals, attitudes and habits are beii^ fonned which hopefully
will carry over into adult life situations. The nature of
all club programs naturally depends upon the local environ-
ment, the races represented in the club and the interest of
the pupils.
{Note: The following suggestions for programs are
limited only to foreign travel as the writer has had most
experience with that type. Replies to qi estionnaire^ show
that "Know Your City, State and Nation'* Clubs in Grade 7
in most schools take care of imaginary travel in the United
1. Social Science Clubs in Grade VII, p. 26-27
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Early in the school year, the Travel Club members
should plan the itineraries of imaginary trips which they
propose to talce. Probably three or four itineraries can
be easily covered during the year. Selectirg- the cruises
that most appeal to pupils from the pamphlets and circulars
is the first thing to be done. Once decided upon, future
programs will be based on this itinerary. Only the most
important ports need be visited. However, a variety of
activities suggested previously in this paper should be used
to create interest. The same type of activity used too
often deadens the program.
Sample Itinerar/ of a Bermuda Trip
Purness-Bermuda Line
Offices;
b4 iVhitehall St., IJew York
10 State St., Boston





All times quoted in this itinerary are Standard or
Hailroad times.
Tue., Oct. 7
Leave Boston from So. station on the "Pall River Line
Express" at 6;S0 P.M., connectii%- at Fall River with steamer.
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V/ed., Oct. 8
Arrive New York 7:00 A.M,
Leave New York on the S. S. "Veendam” of the Fumes s-
Bermuda Line at 11:00 A.M. from Pier 95, foot of West 55th
Street. Large outside stateroom 326 with 4 "berths and all








Arrive Bermuda durirg forenoon where American plan
accomodations, two double rooms with bath between provided at




In Benauda at Hamilton Hotel. Room with bath and
meals provided.
Important I Durlog your stay in Beniiuda, call at
the office of tiie Furness- Bermuda line and have your tickets
and reservations verified for the trip retumlrg and pay
government Bermuda Tax of three dollars each.
Following trips provided:
Admission to Crystal Cave
Admission to Devil’s Hole
Steamer trip to Marine Gardens
Carriage drive to Gibb's Hill Lighthouse
Carriage drive to St. Georges via
Harrington Sound
Tue., Oct. 14
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Arrive New York duriiig forenoon. Leave New York
via Eastern iitearashiip Co. at 4; 00 P.M. from Pier 19, North
River.
Pri., Oct. 17
Arrive Boston 8:00 A.M.
Cost of Trip
Fall River Line to New York $5.50 each
Outside stateroom on steamer 1.50 *'
Round-trip transportation on steamer
New York to Bermuda and return,
if 4 make the trip 75.00
United States Tax 5.00 '*
Hotel Accomodations 4 days at $8.50 per 34.00 '*
Side trips on the Island 9.00
Eastern Steamship Co., New York to Boston 6.50
Outside stateroom on steamer 1.75 ”
Total: $138.25
All information needed for the programs on Bermuda will be




2. Reserving berths and staterooms
3. Tickets
First class, intermediate, steerage
4. Baggage
5. Meals aboard steamer
6. Seats in the dining-room
7. Pets on the ship
1. P. 94
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8. Steamer rugs and chairs




1. Description of the "Veendam*'
2. Games on deck
Demonstrate shuffleboard, quoits, chess,
horseracing.





4. What to wear







1. Arrival of party at St. Georges port
2. Inspection of baggage
3. Description of Hotel St. George
4. Playlet (original) using club members as
characters.
Setting: Piazza at St. Georges Hotel
Time: Evening of day of arrival
Information included in play:





Advantages of winter residence
Sports (golf, swimming, tennis, dancing,
bicycle, riding, shopping)
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1. Visiting Gibbs Hill Lighthouse
2. Sight-seeing on the way back to hotel.
a. Discussion of peculiar trees and shrubs
(hibiscus, palmetta, oleandas, banana
tree, date, fig, paw paw, paL-ns, bamboo,
cactus, i*ubber)
b. Birds and insects
3. A visit to crystal cave
Discuss electrical display, stalactites,
stalagmites, colximns and crystal
pendants.
4. A trip to Devil's Hole
Program V:
1.




1. Talk by a traveller who has visited Bermuda
2. Exhibit of articles from Bermuda aad comments
on the same
Program VII:
1. V/riting a letter home describing Bermuda
Program VIII:
1. Playlet, written by a club member
"Impressions of Bermuda."
Lily fields, St. Peter's Church, etc.
2. Returning home
3.
Arrival in New York
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Program IX:
1. Making a scrap book on Bermuda trip
2. Making a diaiy of Bermuda trip
Touring: Europe
V/hen a Travel Club plans to take an imaginary tour
through Europe, it is best to have pupils select an itinerary
of a standard tour and arrange programs in logical sequence.
Not every city mentioned in the outline need be visited and
the length of time spent in each place will depend upon the
interest of the group.
The itinerary here printed was prepared by the
Cunard Line of Boston and is typical of their standard tours.
^
The information for all oral reports may be found in the
2
travel booklets referred to later in this paper. Travel
books from any public library will supplement this material.
- arANMRD TOUR -
- Scotland - England - France - Belgium -
- Holland - Germany - Switzerland - Austria -
- Italy - Mediterranean Cruise Ports -
featuring
Scotland and England by Motor - Holland by Motor - The Rhine -
Switzerland - Oberaramergau - The Dolomites by Motor -
Mediterranean Ports.
1. Cxinard Line, Boston, Mass.
2. Travel Booklets, p.94
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June 30 New York Sail by the S. S. "Cameronia” of the
Cunard Line.
July 1 Bo st on Embarkation for New Eiagland passengers.
July 8 Londonderry An interesting glimpse of a fascinat-
ing country.
July 9 Glasgow Sail up the Clyde River, past famous
Castles to Glasgow, the commercial
capital of Scotland.
July 10 The Trossachs By motor through the beautiful Lady of
the LaJce Country, Loch Lomond, Loch
Katrine, Bannockburn, etc., to Edinburgh
July 11 Edinburgh A full sight seeii^ program in this
Interestir^ city, including the ancient
Castle, magnificent War Memorial,
Holyrood Palace, and Abbey, St. Giles
Cathedral, John Knox's House, etc.
July 12 V/indermere By motor via Galashiels, Melrose and
Abbotsford in the Sir Walter Scott
Country. Continue via Hawick, Gretna
Green, Carlisle and through the heart
of the Lake Land, the shrines of
V/ordsworth, iiielley and Keats, Keswick,
Grasmere and Ambleside to Windermere,
beauty spot of the English Lake Country.
July 13 Stratford-
on-Avon
By motor for a day of interesting
travel throiagh Central England to
Stratford-on-Avon, where will be visited
the birthplace of the Poet, Holy Trinity
Church, Ann Hathaway's Cottage at
Shotteiy, Kenilworth and Warwick
Castles, and other places of interest.
July 14 Oxford By motor via Oxford, where a stop-over
will be made to visit the principal
colleges and continue via the Thames
Valley to Eton, Stoke Poges, Windsor
Castle and Hampton Court to London.
July 15 London Sunday at party's disposal.
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Cities The Itinerary
July 16 London Morning tour of the city, visiting
Westminster Abbey, Tate Gallery,
Tower of London, etc. Afternoon
tour of the city, visiting Houses
of Parliament, Hyde Park, Kensington
Gardens, Piccadilly Circus, etc.
Leave London by night train and
steamer to Paris.
July 17 Paris Morning tour of the city, visiting
the Place de 1 'Opera, Tuileries, Arc
de Trion^he with Grave of the Unknown
Soldier, Eiffel Tower, Louvre, and
other places of interest.
Afternoon tour of the city, visiting
the site of the Bastille, Napoleon's
Tomb, Sorbonne, Latin Quarter, and
other places of interest.
July 18 Paris Pull day excursion to the Castle of
Malmaison and to Versailles. Visit
the famous Castle, the Grand and
Petit Trianon, and other places of
interest. Return via the Bois de
Boulogne to Paris.
July ]9 Paris A full day at party's disposal.
July 20 Brussels By morning train to Brussels, where
a special tour of the city visiting
the Botanical Gardens, ^^useum Wiertz,
King's Palace, Palace of Justice, etc.,
will be made.
July 21 Scheveningen By morning train to the Hague where
visits will be paid to the House of
Parliament, Peace Palace, Palace of
the Queen Mother and Princess
Juliana, and House in the V/oods, and
continue to Hcheveningen.
Afternoon at party's disposal in this
most celebrated seaside resort.
July 22 Amsterdam Motor from Scheveningen via Leyden,
Lisse, Hillegom, Haarlem for a short
drive through the city, to Amsterdam,
visit the Tijk's Museum, Diamond
Factory, proceed by boat to the Island
of Marken. Visit the Church and quaint
houses, thence by motor to iicheveningen
for dinner.
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July 23 Cologne By morning express train to Cologne,
where visit will be paid to the
magnificent Gothic Cathedral, one of
the finest structures in the world.
Continue in the late afternoon to
Coblence.
July 24 Heidelberg By Rhine River steamer for an en-
chantii^ day's voyage up the River to
Maj^ence and continue by train to
Heidelberg.
July 25 Lucerne Morning tour of the city, visiting the
famous Castle, Town Hall, University
and other places of interest in
Heidelberg.
By noon train via the Black Forest
and Basle to Lucerne.
July 26 Lucerne Special excursion by de luxe motor
boat on the beautiful lake, viewing
Richard V/agner's House, the Belgian
King’s Villa, Castle of the Haps-
burgs, etc.
July 27 Lucerne At party’s disposal in Lucerne,
beautiful tourist centre.
July 28 Oberammergau By motor coach via Zurich, Winterthur,
St. Gallen, Lake Constance, Puessen,
the Royal Castles of Hohenschvra,ngau
and Neuschwanstein to Oberammergau.
July 29 Oberanmergau Attend performance of the Passion Play,
July 30 Munich By motor coach throxigh the Bavarian
Hinlands to !.!unich.
Afternoon at party’s disposal.
July 31 l&mich Morning tour of the city, visiting
the Academy of Arts, the Acadency of
Music, Glyptothek, unsurpassed in
ancient and modem art treasures.
Cathedral, Rathaus, University, etc.
Afternoon at party’s disposal.
Aug. 1 Innsbruck By train to Irmsbruck, capital of
the Tyrol, attractive in itself and in
its picturesque surroundings.
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By train via the Brennero Pass to
Cortina d'Ampezzo, of the wondrous
setting at the foot of Monte Tofana.
Aug. 3 Venice By motor via the Ampezzo Valley,
along the "base of the Antelao and




Conegliano, Treviso, to Venice.
Aug. 4 Venice Morning tour of the city on foot,
visiting St. Mark’s Church, Doges
Palace, Piombi Prisons and Bridge of
Sighs
.
Afternoon tour of the city by gondola
on the Grand and minor Canals, passing
the Frari Church, House of Shylock,
etc
.
Aug. 5 Florence By morning train via Bologna and the
Appennines to Florence.
Afternoon at party's disposal.
A\ig. 6 Florence Momlrg tour of the city, visiting
Medici Chapel, Plttl Palace, Church of
Santa Croce, Uffizzl Gallery and other
places of Interest.
By afternoon train via Arexzo and the
Hill Towns to Rome.
Aug . 7 Rome Morning tour of the city, visiting the
Trevi Fountain, Tenple of Heptune,
Pantheon, Castle St. Angelo, St.
Peter's Church with Vatican Museum and
Si Stine Chapel, Library, Etc.
Afternoon tour of the city, visiting
the Roman Forum, Trajan's Forum, Forum
of Augustus, Colossexam, Arch of
Constantine, Baths of Caracalla, Applan
Way, Catacombs, Basilica of St. John
Lateran, etc.
Aug. 8-9 Rome Two full days at party's disposal in
"The Eternal City."
Aug. 10 It>me Morning at x^rty's disposal. By after
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Aug. 11 ITaples Sail by the SS. "Roma" of the Italian
Line.
Aug. 13 Genoa Port of call and chief port of Italy
Aug. 13 Cannes Port of call on the French Riviera.
Aug. 15 Gibraltar Time pemlttli:^ shore excursion will
be made to visit the Fortifications,
Trafalgar Cemetery, St. Ife-ry’s
Cathedral, V/ar Monument, etc.
Aug. 22 New York Due to arrive
- Tour No. 11 -
$670.00
(Steamship accommodation at $221.50 included.)
Method of Procedure .
After each child has been given a copy of this itin-
erary, the various corani ttees start their work. As suggested
previously in this paper^ the Preparation Gonmlttee will look
throvigh all the panphlets on European Tours and select the
best materials available for reports and various activities.
Assignments to individuals should be made at least two weeks
in advance of the time set for each program so that there will
be ample time for preparation. The Transportation Committee
is very active during the introductory programs for any
2
proposed trip. As stated before in this paper all sailing
information relative to tickets, passports, taxes, reserva-
1. Duties of Preparation Committee, p. 59
2. Duties of Transportation Committee, p. 59
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tions, and cancellations must be selected by this Conmittee
and in turn this material is assigned to individuals in the
club who v/ill present it at a later time to the group.
The Conduct Committee^ searches the itinerary to
discover what topics lend themselves to developing desirable
social behavior. Topics are then turned over to members
for discussion at a later time.
Members of the Social Committee^ must familiarize
themselves with a knowledge of the amusements, games and
sports of countries to be visited. They must be able to
demonstrate these activities or at least make plans for their
demonstration. Much material for folk dances, poems and
songs are suggested by the writer for these programs.^ It
is necessary also that this Conmittee anticipate the visual
aids that will be needed and the dates when these will be
used, as all companies handling these materials require an
advance notice of several weeks.
If committees function properly all materials to be
used will be selected and assigned at the earliest possible
moment after a trip has been decided. A report of all work
done should then be turned over to a Program Committee who
will plan the programs for the entire unit of work. It is
necessary for one conmittee alone to have the responsibility
1. Duties of Conduct Committee, p. 60
2. Duties of »>oc ial Conmittee, p. 60
3. Sources for Songs, Polk Dances and Poems, p. 98
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for this in order to have no duplication of programs and
to make the items follow in logical sequence.
During the entire planning for these trips the
sponsor acts as a guide. She should encourage, inspire and
show enthusiasm for these activities but in no case must she
insist upon certain trips being arranged or coirqpel members
to take all responsibility without guidance.
Type Programs for a Travel Club Interested in a European
Trip .
It should be understood that the following programs
contributed by the writer are merely suggestive and it is
expected that such variation will take place as is needed to
meet the interest of the Travel Club. The number of itans
covered will of course depend upon the time allotment of the
club for programs and the length of the reports given. In
many cases the coii5)letlon of a program here suggested may
require two or three club periods.
Program I:
1. Trace on the World Map the proposed trip.
2. Sailing information. Including price of
tickets; first class, cabin, tourist.
3. United States revenue tax.
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9. United States sailing pemit.
Program II.
1. \7tLat to take on the trip.
2. Baggage insurance.
3. Cost of transportation of pets.
4. Automobile shipping service.
5. Manners while travelling.
6. Tipping.
7. ”Bon Voyage" gifts.
Program III.
1. Exhibition of pictures of the S. S. "Cameronia"
of the Cunard Line.
2. Description of the ship.
3. Entertainment on shipboard:
Games, bridge tournaments, deck sports,
swimming pool, treasure hunts, fancy dress
ball, masquerade.
4. V/riting a letter to a friend describing a day
on the S. S. Cameronia.
Program IV. Glasgow
1. Arrival at Glasgow, commercial capital of
3co t land
.
2. Song - Annie Laurie
3. Poem - Scottish Earth, John I^rtin
4. Description of the Scotch people, dress, manners,
customs
.
5. What to see in Glasgow.
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6. Sailing across Loch Lomond with view of
the Trossachs.
7. Folk dance, "The Highland Fling."
Program 7. Edinburgh
1. Edinburgh Castle.
2. Lantern slides on Scotland.
3. Burns monument.
4. St. Giles Cathedral.
5. Exhibition of Scottish souvenirs and articles
made in Scotland.
Program VI . St ratford-On-Avon
1. Brief sketch of Shakespeare's life.
2. Dialogue from "The Merchant of Venice."
3. Description of Shakespeare's birthplace.
4. Visiting the home of Judith vihakespeare.
5. Harvard House, early home of John Harvard.
6. Trinity Church.
Program VII. London
1. Song, "God Save the King."
2. Storjr of the "Union Jack."
3. Folk dance, "Devil's Hornpipe".
4. Moving pictures (16 mm.) including views of
Oxford College, Albert Memorial, Y/estminster
Abbey, Old Parliament House, St. Paul's
Cathedral, London Bridge, Old Curiosity Shop,
Tower Bridge, London Tower.
5. Poan, "Going Up to London", Nancy Byrd Turner.
6. Talk by an invited guest on "I.5y Trip to London."
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Program VIII. Paris
Display £'rench flag with American flag.
1. Song, The Marseillaise.
2. Pictures of Foch, Joffre.
5.
Dramatization, '*A French School”
(Original contribution v/ritten by a
club member.
)
4. Folk dance, ”The Vineyard Dance.”
5. A lesson in elementary French.
6. Poem, ”Paris”, by Alan Seegar.
7. Shopping in Paris.
8. French dress, manners, customs, institutions,
resovirces, religions, amusanents, business,
government
.





Notre Dame, Saint i.!adeline. Place de la
Concord, Rue de la Pa lx, Eiffel Tower,
Place de la Opera, Arch of Triumph, the
Louvre, Versailles.
Program IX. Atfisterdam
1. Arrival at the Hague.
2. Water and ’.Vindmills.
3. Cheese factories.
4. Flowers in Holland.
5. Poaa, ”The Heavenly Hills of Holland”, Van Dyke.
6. Folk Dance, ”Dance of the '.Yooden Shoes"
(In Costume.)
7. Song, ”Thanksgiving' Hymn.”
8. Stoiy, "The Leak in the Dyke.”
. 1 1 1Y ne*:
iieoiiamA dil^ <^£1"^ lione'i^ \rrrqaiQ
. as i£;IX 183 t:j9lM ea? .1
.ailtsTi .aool ‘io ea*iuJoi<I .S
•'loo-ioS A" .noiJijaliXiinD’iCI . .'i
a ri9^:tiT;/ fcoi iudl-i Jnoo xiial^iiO)
( .'i^dnarz duLo
“.eocusCJ t-ravs/tiT a-i!'’ '. oOrtcf) iXo*?.
.licasi'i ,7Jii;^iio£nol9 ni jioasaX A .H
.i*53aoi; .-i.-XA .“eliGT* ^rueo*! .d
.eiT3*? Ai •3r!i'TqoA£ .?
,sirci ,a^oJ2JjO ,ai30ri(im ^seaiX /^xisi'i .3
,3a9xi2cwQ' »8j£iDf:£‘cxjaas ,ai:oi I’Xsi ^saoiu'jsan
. Inoj^iiTsa vo^
biua eaiL’tfaiq lo 210.^' ^jsnoc a •'
.E'llxxevyos
;:.iioqGf; .OX
£l 0b 80^j;<I ,oal£ob^i: .fuiao ,0l.-.(1 at&oZl
,iaw>? £&’x1ii\ aX ab caX e&i ctsoO
arii’ ..'ifiraui'iX "lo iioiA al ex; eo^sX^t
.eaXXiasiaV ,?i-7iJCu
iTabiO'JSir.A .XI tac^'^crr'T
.©jltssH Sili’ XaviViA .1
.alluafcnx £>rcs ia;Ja’v
.aai'xuXosl aaaoiiO . •
. biialXv-il .ii ai8WoX‘L
r-s\ ."bcaXXv^n -o slii'I vlfiovaa;! oxiT*’ ,..eo"! .3
''aoo.iii irr.boov. aiiJ 'to eoiiTA." .oa.-iaG ::Xj'- .3
( .a.wjj3oO fli
)
'^.xcaT^H txiIviTraAii-ixi^i'’ ,'^o£ .V




Description of a Dutch home.
10. Dutch customs.
11. I’ravel in Holland.
12. A visit to a diamond factory,
lo. V/hat to see in Hejh's Museum.
14. A bicycle trip in Holland.
Program X. Heidelberg
1. Visiting Heidelberg castles.
2. Heidelberg University.
3. Other places of interest in Heidelberg.
4. Plano, '’Blue Danube U'altz."
5. Sorjg, "V/atch on the Hhine."
6. Oerraan Government.
Program XI . Lucerne
1. A boat ride on Lalce Lucerne.
2. Castle of the Hapsburgs.
3. V/illiaii 'fell Chapel.
4. atory of .Villiajn Tell.
5. A bus ride to Interlaken.
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Prog’ram XII. Ilunlch
1. Visiting the Alte PinaXotchek I.!u.se;iin.
2. hjchibition oi" copies of jpaintixgs and a brief
sicetch of the life of the xjaiiiter. *'The Last
Judgment", Heubens; "oacrifice of the
Enfants", Reubens; "The Cello Players",
Vandyke; "Crucifixion", Rerrbrant.




1. Arrival in Venice.
2. Folk dance, "Tarantella".
3. Sight- seelig in a gondola.
4. Ways of tKivel in Venice.
5. Song, "Santa Lucia".
6. Palace of the Doges.
7. Parliament House.
8. Court of Justice.
9. Song, "Santa Lucia".
10. Poem, "Venice", Ainy Lowell.
11. E^diibition:
Venetian glass, embroidery, painting,
pottery, souvenirs, pictures of Vesuvius,
Bay of Naples, Italian villas.
Program XIV. Florence
1. Sight-seeirg in the city of art galleries.
2. Visiting Medici Ch^el.
3. Church of Santa Croce.
4.
Cathedral "Santa Marla del Flore."
- • X jla
-iSaofOiiani^I o^IA e:ii ^xri.2c*7 .1
lexirf ^ Oi'iiJ s^^iJn-Lso 'to aeiqoo io no I- iciit-:'.. .Ji
O-- •'* 3fi.T iy £j A-ii. ft£ij ZO iloiSiB
&ii'; ‘zo ooxAiioifi;'* .v^necLOiX .
''
OlXt'O 81.1" ;eix'CfL3/s . "uJXiS'lAai
,
/'xtoXxx^.XD^rxO*’
“io 8X;jiiO ^ii5xo.':£ .’’BDridLlBoJ-" aul .7 ^ialv A .4.'
.Z'^iyi ail iiivug
eOi^V .IIIa meij-cn*!
. 'OinoT JKx liJvli'xA .1
.
''jsXXtr jnciiil" .ooxixjfj jiX'.'il .3
.iilobncg fj rix •&
.aoIxisV ni Xevi.isf ’xw <i'y})xT
.«iiiox;I .3




.IX3v;oJ ,‘'eoia9Y*’ ,aeo^ ,01
rnoi^IoXfica .XI
^vietlo'ic&r.e ,aB-iX« rjaiJeriBY
fZSJlvvcoY 'to ze'iisioLq .iiinevixca ,^9X;Toq
.ejxXixV a£tl:ill ,£3lQiiTS 'tw 'ixjg
QDtie-i'. I'^ .VIX rrjn^ig
.sDl'ittXXJs^ Jib Io T£Jio 9u^ oi tpiees-J:isX£ .X
. is ipdO iol oevX srtlJ ia XY . ^
.8 00';'.0 B^jacS “io xiO'XJjdO .cJ
lei) iiliii.l staBQ*’ Ls•xxJexi^£0
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Program XT’. Rome
1. Dramatization, "A Street Scene in Rome.”
2. Diary, ”My First Day in Rome.”^
3. Moving pictures of Rome*
4. Roman ten^les.
5. The pantheon.




10. Visiting the catacombs.
11. St. Peter’s and the Vatican.
12. Accordian, ’’Santa Lucia”.
2
Program XV. The Melt in^ Pot
The ’’Melting Pot” may be used for almost any
program during the school year. It requires little practice
and offers abundant opportunity for original talks by Travel
Club members. Although it was written for an assembly period,
2
Its sinqplicity makes it easily adaptable to a Travel program.
1. My First Day in Rome, diary, p. 90
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"A large black pot, with steps built at each side.
Is located In the middle of the stage. The various families
of ’foreigners’, Italian, Polish, Russian, etc., enter the
stage. They are dressed in the clothes of their native
covintry, speak their own tongue, carry their own flag and
have their own manners. Th^ are somewhat noisy. The guide,
or guard (Immigration Bureau) greets them and asks what they
want. They crowd around and in noisy confusion, indicate that
they want to see their Uncle !>am. The guide tries to explain
that Uncle Sam will not be glad to see them as they are now,
and that preparation for their rec^tlon must be made. They do
not understand fully, so he conducts them to the steps leading
up the side of the Melting Pot. Sensing his directions, they
hurry forward, mount the steps and disappear into the pot.
Presently, they appear at the other side, wearing American
clothes, speaking English, talking about American ideals, heroes
and events. They carry the American flag. Uncle Sam greets
the new citizens and tells them that he is glad to have them.
He advises them not to forget their home land, but explains
that their new land now becomes their real permanent home, and
they must love and cherish it. In it will be found many
opportunities for developing and educating themselves, for making
a living, and for enjoying recreation and amusement, and that all
,eble aoBe Jb Jliud aqs^s d Jlnr ,ioq j.osXtf 3'^rcnl AT
aBiliouj'i auoIiBV edl .e^ia edf od^ cl JbaJBOoI at
edS T.eiae ,.039 ^ftslcacH ,xlaiXo« .srniUil , ’a'lec^P'io^’ lo
svIJbc T:x©d^ 3 au3oXo odt xii Jb9a29*iJb ©tib ^sdX
fccB owe ilexi3 mvo 'xle/i3 >39qa ,\7i3ccoo
y 9£)ixr§ 6x12 .Tieloc ^jedweaoe 6*i3 .ats-'icon nwo •x29ri3 9V£:i
'^9x13 iarth’ a^a& L'CB .t.9x13 s^eeis (o^^iwE coi3Bi^innI) -o
3sil3 33BOlXnl jccisc^coo ajbXoc cX ucb bm;oiB fcwoio T.sdT .Jcbw
cXsXqxs -3 29li 3 sbiirg sxiT ..xBci ©iocU 'iXadi ©02 o3 jcbv? ^6x13
f'Tizs 9*ij3 ^^0x13 6jb 129x13 ©98 o3 b£X3 3on XX X<v aXoxxL 3i.xi3
Ob '55x1? .©baai o(J iavsv coXXqaoan il9£l3 ’soJ: noi3BiiiCTS‘xq 32x13 boa
SCibBsX 81930 9x13 o3 £29x13 a3ox£Lxioo ©d 03 ,'.iXIx/l tui838'rebitu 3oc
\;9 d3 ,BXioi3oe'iXb aid ^cloxxst. .30*5 cxi3 *0 ©bia 9u3
qu
.3oq 9d3 o3ni iBeqqJSeib ba& aqeSa ©d3 3£ijaOfli \,‘XH£ii
csoXiaoiA snX^XBQw .afcia 10x130 9x13 3b *49x13 ,'4X3xi©a©i^,
39019x1 ,aXB©fci oBOiiexaA 3xjodB ^i^-X£3 ^xlall^nS: tidt^ia&qa .a©xi3oXc
33991^ tnae 9loxx'J CBOiieaiA 9x13 141120 '^jexlT
.a 3n8V9 bca
.fn9d3 ©VJBxl 03 beXs 3 l ed 32X13 (r9£i3 8£Xe3 buB ax:^2l3Xo *'©n 9d3
anlBlctxo 3x;tf ,b(^3l smoxi ilexi3 3©giol o3 3oc x-9d3 aeeivb© ©H
bae
,
0ncji 3cexis£maq Xaei iieii3 eomcoed woxx LjbX asxx il9Xi3 3x3xi3
y^'zsm brJJo'l ad Xib-v 31 xil .31 dalisrio £>Lfi evolA3aBm
^i;rBei 10^ ,n9vX©aiK9d3 •§ai 3B0i;;b9 baa sniqoiavefc lol 39x31x12 Jicqqo
IlB 3Bri3 Lea ,3aeme8X'uiB bns £iol3£9io9i sal\;of^C9 lo"! bxiB .*:-r.ivli 2
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of these many opportunities will mean successful and happy
living. They now group together and sing the '’Star
Spangled Banner.'*^
Travel experiences, when related from the personal
viewpoint, have a peculiar cham all their own. The follow-
ing example, contributed by the writer, may be used as an
illustration for similar work by pupils:
Diary
2
My First Day in Rome
December 12, 1934.
Sunny Italy at last! Never shall I forget this, my
first day in Rome, the city of ancient glory and splendor.
We are staying at the Hotel Hassler and New York, at the
entrance to the Pincian Gardens because it's so central and has
all the American conveniences to which we are accustomed. '.Vhen
I first awakened I hurried to ray window. What a glorious view:
Light and warmth everywhere. Looking directly south over the
tops of flat-roofed buildings, I saw in the distance the fierce
Tiber with its turbulent yellow waves, winding its serpentine
course through the city. Everywhere there were large triumphal
arches and the remains of temples, ^ich reminded me that Rome









2. Program XT’, Rome, p. 88
’jqqsil ba& Isfts’ieoouz xvi&it Lil'a ael ,ti£ii:^ioqqo '^acc 936iiJ lo
Qdi gnia tna ladJegoJ qnois woa Ti;,oclT .‘gctivil
fceXgfiaqii
XanoBisq 9^i^ raoil baJalei isrter ^asoadiieqxa Xevsn*
-woXIol 3 ii!r .mo Tcleri^ XXa rmado rrnlXaoeq & ev-^d ^d-aloqweXv
aa as X>9a« ou ^so: .'xe^inv/ sd^ '^d te^kdliinoo ^aXqrasze btcX
raiZqxrq •%(! 21*1ow isXImia lol col c?BiX8xrXXi
v.isXd
'Ofe ni vaQ. i
•
.^5Ql ^S,l leaoieoo!!
Tj® jEldJ I XXBds nsvo: IjecI era ’^Xs^I ^-roix/c.
.TobceXrra l>rts 'Vi'ioXs Jneionc *0 eid ^ec^cE at drstll
ad? ?£ ,d*5oY vvoH x.^jb *soXb36H X9?oH ed? ?s gni^sja atcB e’.i'
asd bsm Xxn^aso os a*?i eausoad aiiadrrs-D xiBiorri^ ad? oi aonsTcdca
rtadV* .l)cno?a£roo£ ana ew doidvv o? aeons XnsvxioO jssolia^A ed? XXb
.welv ciJOiioXg s Xsdw .wExiIv; ^ o? Eei'iixxd I fceaodsws ?cii'i I
ed? lavo '^Ijoetib gaiEooJ .eiedvr^^reve d?iinsw fiaa XdgiJ
eo'xeX'? edi eofii^^aXU ad? di v/aa i .agaij llud bo'ioo’i-izL'l to aqoJ
onlSnaqiaE 3?i gaibniv; ,eovsw wolle^ ?n:©Xx;d*rj;;? a?i d?I;/ ladiT
Xsd'jmal’x? agiBi e'roT; oiedJ aiod’A-'.^evS .\;?io ad? dgjjurrd? eaixioo^
aaioH ?ad? effi da&x'iJBi dO 'dw ,29Xq!a0? to anixiisoi exi? bna cedois
.eilqmS lianKiE ?s8ng ed? 'io, ie?n©o sd? Xx;o*xq & eono asw
-u8X ,qq . e9i?Xvi3oA fcn-g v^Xetoee-:;. . ynxaE ^:s:Ojioll .L
X3X
33 .'; ,s®cH ,1'X ®ingoi=I .S
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Here and there 'wsre aqueducts, which formerly carried water to
the baths. Near and far I saw ruins, ruins, ruins everywhere.
In the street below my window gayly dressed Italian merchants
were opening their shops, and displaying jewelry, gloves,
ribbons and scarfs which they expected souvenir seeking tourists
to buy. Their greetings to each other in their soft Italian
syllables gushed out like rich music. Some one in a room near
the hotel was slngitjg the Campagna iaong, but even its solemn
tune seemed pleasant and sweet
.
After breakfast, our party drove in an open machine
to Saint Peter’S. Long before we reached this beautiful
church we could see its dome in the distance, towering high over
the city. The entrance to the Square is majestic; great
columns in the form of an ellipse, and in the center, an Egyptian
obelisk, stands like a sentinel on guard. Two large fountains
on each side, bubble and gurgle, tossing their feathery spray
high into the air. On the right side of this Square, I saw the
Vatican, majestic in its simplicity but so large that I believe
it must be the largest residence in the world. I could well
Imagine that it contains many hundred courts, chapels and rooms.
Our guide told us that the Pope lives on the top floor, well
guarded from curious mobs.
At last w’e went inside saint Peter’s. What astonish-
ing harmonious grandeur met my eyes. The chief papal altar
in the center is made of malachite stone. At the bottom I read
the inscription, "Erected by Clement Fifth." Beautiful pictures
•oJ 'Xa^^v? fial'i'XSO ’4l*i9flrxol doliin ,ziOi:^Bsj^ oiav aiad? b::& Q-ted
. 9i©xt»v\ri 8va siiiin: ,aiTix;i v/ss i ixi'i bii& liJsH .ad^iid ^^i^
a^flsrioieni ubIIsj! Jbeasoit) ^'^ohahi AOlacf ios-ita edi cl
.eevols .•^nlewat ‘Scl-'iJsJlqaib brss ,8qoris cisriJ wilc&qo 9cew
aJeicco^ -3Klifees cicavu'va hoioeqze xloixtv a'iTisoa bcs scoddii
csilJ-I rioa ilacJ ci leriio xioca c* agcIJeecs liedT .y^o oi
laea asooc js cI eco a.T.oa .claxxm xiol-i 05iII iiso bariac-g asIdsIIiiE
air.9Xo8 aji cava ^cd ,^oc. ccsa^Trr^ &di axjw laJoxi axi^
. Jaawa Lnc ^ccscel i betisae acc^
onixiOBxn caqo as nl evocb Y^cc^aco , lea'lstsa'id ceJlA
Iciiicsad a2xij bexiosev sw acoled gcoJ .a'le^a l tr.lai. o)
vavo d'ilxi £ixiae;';cJ ^aoxtcJaib ..axl^ ni aciob ed’i eea bicoo ©vx doax/xio
jcacg jof^ 38 c,-xffl si e'lavpu acJ eaaacjcs edT .\;^io exiJ'
CB y'i.a?c30 axicf ci iji^s ,aaQ2il6 cs 'icco'! axi^ oi artnicloo
anisJxixrol ages! ow^ .bcsjjg no Xeci^^o^ a astlX abcc^a ,:^2iX9do
iiad^ae'i gclasct ^aX^ug oxic aidded ,obis cosa xio
Hut wca I ,aaxjci>2 a/xit abia Jc£ii edt cO .cIs exit otcl xigixi
avoiX&d I tBxit a^sX oc ted ^tioiXacais ati al oiJ 30 (,sm ^csoitsV
Xl9« blcjo 1 .blio?/ axit ci aocebiaac taegi-sX aiit ad tatna tl
.exDOOa bcB alaqsxlo bs'ibccri scXstcoo ii tsxit axxigrS®^
i-Xe .7 /xooXx qot act no aav l£ aqo^ &di toact sc bXot ablxrg ccC
. .edcja acol’xco xnocl bebcxicg
-rialflOtaB tJ5fi\:’ .a'ast©^ tcisci ebiaci tcow tax^X JA
sctXs Xsqaq “iaido eaT .ao^Q ccojcsig ecoicoansd gni




adcctoiq XolitcsaE ".dtli^; jastreXa ^d betoacS" .coitqiaosal edt
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adomed the sides of the altar. Most of them were mosaics.
To my right I noticed a bronze statue of Saint Peter. How
it glistened and shone as the sun rays fell upon it.
Sepulchral monuments of paper were in all the naves at the
sides. I glanced upward. The ceiling was so lofty I felt
dizzy just looking at it. Some one in our party suggested
that we ascend the broad spiral staircase to the dome. We
went through series of passages until we finally stood in one
of the many galleries. I looked dov/n. The height was
stupendous. People far below us looked like pigmies. But
the view was magnificent; the sumptuous S(iuare and Colonnade
of Bernini, palaces, fountains, bridges, arches, and far away
tne Palace of Justice, all seened nestled in among the
surrounding hills. It was a grand spectacle which I shall
never forget
.
After Itincheon vie hurried on to the Colosseum,
mightiest ruin on earth. I felt as if this were the supreme
moment of my life when I climbed up into the lofty corridors
and then looked far down into the pit. As I gazed at that
vast arena, I had a mental picture of the fifty thousand
excited, shouting people whom it has once held, watching with
their eager eyes the early Christians as they were dragged from
the catacombs and dens to give up their life. I could almost
hear the grating of the heavy iron bars, now rusted with age,
as they were withdrawn. I imagined I heard the growls of the
wild beasts, in5)atient to seize their helpless prey, and the
• QOlBEOiti s’sew aadd’ lo JaDl: .istifi 9.ii ^0 ^obl^ exi^ bexnoba
woH .ie^9<I Sr.L^ci “io pjjJsJa essio'td jb j&soi^on I idsln "ijp! oT
'
‘
.SI no^m IXe^ a^BTC oja exiJ as enoda i>:iS baoswaila
edv Sc 89VSit ©xl^ Xi© ni aisw tgcrsq sSaatmacjm XsarioIwqaS
JXol I >i-t‘3toX oa as^^ ^reXX^ao ©dT .r’i^/rcxf teoiu-ls I .aebXa
i)©d&93?ius ij^*i->3cr luo uX oco ©{COv Ss gfiXiooi ’^jseXX)
9V/ .©ffloX) exiJ oS oaso-iUSs Icrciqs beotd jdS crisoaa ew SsiiS
eao al booSe Xiduir ae^aasq '±o eeiiaa d-socnxW iixev;
e,?v ^dglsd 9dT .cwuft beSooX I .aaxiaXXas ^Ba eiiS to
SuS . iaXm-iq: 9?rXI ijaiocX eu woXecT ib1 sXqc©^ .as;of)fi8quJB
0i>©.TnoXoO bxis 3'i.5x,t?i siiouJcxc'i/B 3tiS i^csoniasBs: scv vrelr eaS-
\\SM^ nai tica
,
3©iioiia ^ae’^'biid , 3tLt-sdii£;ol ,a©Oi>lBq io
6ilt ^fTtyrtP nj; bslvaen be::'©©© iXs ,9oXXa£/t» to sobj.©^ J
Xlsda I dolrtv ©Xo«^0G;i3 I'"TS*rg b as-.v XI .ailiii aoXXiaicnce
.Xe^lO^ 19790
fiTiooaaoIoO oriX ox no 00X1100 ev ocedoxiol leXl-L
oinoiaos oriJ eiew aXriX “iX ao Xls't I .iiXi£9 no xsXoi XaaiXxlBiin
aiobiiioo •'iixoX adX otoX cjs decfraXXo I naxiwr aiXI “io Jnoraom
XodX Xo L6 S;^b I .Xiq 9 iiX oXaX is/cb ibI cQ2iO«^X osOX X.is
boasoOfiX ^X'tXl edX to einXoXq XaXnoca a bad I ,bi91£ Xa.^v
dXi'ff ,bX-3d 9000 zBd Si ciod .7 sXqoag ^issiobz .boSioze
OiOtt fco-gB^ib 6i€w Y^xiX as aosXXaiidO 'iXiss ©OX oQ\,0 1030® iXooX
XaomXs bXooo I .otll lisiix ou ovXb oS aoeb bos erfxiooaXso edX
oXX\? beXsoi won , 8isd noiX ^vaod edX to •^tSBri% sdS laod
edX tj eXwoiB aril fcieeri I benlBOioX I .nwsifciiXiw 919W ’^oriX as
saX bna ,v9ic. aoGXqXsd iXeiiX asXea oX XasXXBc^uX .aXaoed
bXrw
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loud laughter of the Roman crowds as they mocked the dying
agony of the Christians. There came over me a feeling of
painful desolation which was solemn, grand and mournful.
Only by glancing at the slnqple cross, which ifussolini has
erected in the center of the arena, could I restore a
feeling of peace. The walls, covered with plants, flowers
and young trees give an ln5)ressive air of beauty.
And so the day passed. ’ffe received special per-
mission to visit the Pantheon at night. The moon had risen
and everything looked weird and ghostly. As I entered, I
felt as if I were seeing a new world. Here peace, quiet
and grandeur reigned supreme. It was a large, round build-
ing with no windows. Our guides held lighted candles but
we did not need them for the moon shone down through the open
dome above. It seemed to me as if Heaven were watching this
sacred place of worship. I even Imagined that angels were
hoverirg near the golden beams of moonlight. I roamed about
at will, near the tombs of King Victor, Emanual II and
Raphael. On one inscription near the tombs I read, "Erected
by Agrippa in the year 27." Small wonder that this beauti-





Names and Addresses of Producers and Distributors of Travel
Literature: consisting of pamphlets, posters, circulars, and
itineraries, featuring trips to foreign lands. Sent without
charge on request.
Names Addresses
Alaska Steamship Line Pier 2, R. 534, Seattle, Wash.
Allen Tours 154 Boylston ot., Boston, Mass.
American Express Office Hotel Statler, Boston, I^Jass.
Amerop Travel Service Inc. 1430 Llass. Ave., Cambridge, I>^ss.
Anchor Line 33 State Street, Boston, Mass.
Bermuda Trade Development
Bureau 230 Park Avenue, New York
Child Welfare Association 70 Fifth -Avenue, New York
Colpitts Tourist Co. 166 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
Commonwealth Tours Inc. 472 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
Cunard V/hite Star Line Boston, Mass.
Eastern Steamship Lines 234 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.
Evan Evans Tours 71 Russell Sq., V/.C.I. London, Eng
Furness Bermuda Line 10 State Street, Boston, Mass.
Globe Travel Agency 1 Rue Hlevy, Paris, France
Helen and Warren Guide
to Europe Boston Post, Boston, Mass.
Intcrurist Inc. 545 Fifth Avenue, New York
Italian Line * 154 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
Italian Tourist Dept. Novissima, Roma, Italy
Merchants and Miners Line 60 Boylston Street, Boston, Ifess.
Panama Pacific Line 563 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
Reeves Chipinan Travel
Service 462 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
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Thomas Cook and Sons Tours
United States Lines
Walter H. Woods Co.
Wheeler Tours
Addresses
10 State Street, Boston, Ivlass.
248 B. Washington St., Boston, Mass
San Francisco, California
Hamilton, Bermuda
Ltd. 37 Maiden Lane, Convent Gardens
London, England
120 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
Balboa Heights, Canal 2one
573 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
587 Fifth Avenue, New York
1 Broadway, New York
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Names and Addresses of Prodvjcers and Distributors of 16 ram.
Films Suitable for Travel Clubs.
Write for descriptive pacophlets and price list.
Names Addresses
Arc Film Co. 729 Seventh Ave.
,
Nev/ York
Atlantic Service 739 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
Bell and Howell 220 W. 42nd St., New York
Bray Prod. Co. 729 Seventh Ave., New York
Converse & Co. 326 Broadway, New York
Corticelli Silk Co. Florence, Mass.
Devry School Films, Inc. 131 W. 42nd St., New York
Eastman Teaching i’ilms Inc. Rochester, New York
Edited Picture System 130 W. 46th St., New York
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. Akron, Ohio
Holmes, Burton 7510 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Ideal Pictures Coip. 26 E. Eighth St., Chicago, 111.
Kodascope Library, Inc. 33 W. 42nd St., New York
Natl. Matlon Pictures Co. Holliday Bldg., Indianapolis, ind.
Pathe Exchange, 37 W. 45th St. New York
Pathescope Co. 260 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
G. R. S. Devry Corp. 108 W. 40th St., New York
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Kaxnes and Addresses of Producers and Distributors of Slides
and Film Slides Suitable for Use in Travel Clubs. Inforaia-
tion and price list sent on request.
Fames
American l&iseum of Nat. Hist.








77th St. and Central Park W.,
New York
29 Exeter Street, Boston, Mass
Lawrence, Mass.
Meadville, Pa.
State House, Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, New York
1052 Cahuenga Ave., Hollywood,
California
United Fruit Co 1 Federal street, Boston, Mass
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Sources for Songs, Fol^ Dances and Poems for Travel Clubs as
sx:iggested by the writer in the type programs.
Author Title Publisher
Beattie, J. & Morgan, R. Misic of Many Lands Silver,
Burdett, Co.
Faulkner, Annie What We hear in Music Victor Talking
Machine Co.,
Camden, R. J.




Richards, Mrs. V/aldo The Magic Carpet
poems for Travellers
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Philately may 1)6 truly called the "King of Hobbies
and the Hobby of Kings", for within its ranks one finds men
of all walks of life; presidents and kings, bxisiness men and
school boys, all meeting together in one vast field of
common interest.
The interest, enthusiasm and educational value
which makes stamp collecting so fascinating may be greatly
enhanced through the medium of a school club. The continued
growth of the club depends largely upon the activities
engaged in. Programs must not only hold the interest on the
collecting of stamps but also on kindred subjects such as
history and geography.
While stamp collecting is xmiversally accepted as
an amusement and hobby, it may prove to have great educational
and civic values if carried on in a properly conducted club
under the careful guidance of an interested and sympathetic
sponsor who possesses at least a basic understanding of
philatelies. Stamp collecting supplements the Social
Sciences; satisfies the desire to explore, to adventure and
to hunt, and teaches neatness and concentration. Conducted
in the right way it proves a source of real joy and provides
an ideal way of passing leisure time.
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Outstandlng Weaknesses In Stagp Clubs in the Junior High
School :
According to returns made "by teachers to the
questionnaire previously referred to in this paper^ and
dealing with Social Science Gluts, teachers are handicapped
in carrying on a Stamp Club successfully for the following
reasons
:
1. Lack of knowledge of philatelies by the
sponsor.
2. Scarcity of magazines and books for use by
club members.
3. Lack of time for committees to plan programs.
4. Insufficient knowledge as to sources for
materials and equipment.
It is true that fenn teachers know very much about
the hobby of stamp collecting unless they have had personal
experience in philately, but with the numerous stamp maga-
zines and text books on the subject available in most
libraries it is evident that no sponsor need remain in
ignorance of the details necessary to start and carry on a
successful club. Pamphlets containing information relative
to the formation of a club and the conducting of meetings
with suggestions for constitutions and by-laws may be secTired




weekly magazine published in New York.
1. Questionnaire returns, pages 20-26
2. H. L. Lindquist, 100 Sixth Avenue, New York, New York
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The second problem mentioned by teachers, relative
to shortage of stamp magazines and text books is not so
easily solved. It is suggested that moderate fees for
membership in the stamp club will enable the club to stib-
scribe to one or more stamp magazines to acquire at least
one standard text and the few tools necessary. If this
seems inadvisable, in most communities there are civic-minded
individuals themselves interested in stanp collections who
are glad to allow clubs to use their stamp magazines.
Lack of time for committees to plan programs is
largely an administrative problem. To correct this a
sponsor may be given a period each week free from class room
duties when she can meet the program committee. In some
schools this is at present in5)ractical , even though a
principal may be in sympathy with this proceeding. Scarcity
of teachers makes it imperative that every teacher carry a
heavy load and no time can be spared for conferences during
the school day.
Having in mind the fact that teachers have
expressed a desire for information concerning sources for
materials and equipment, the writer has endeavored to list
in this paper the stamp marts, stamp magazines and stamp
albums suitable in price and quality for Junior stamp clubs.
^
The following suggestions relative to the forma-
tion of a stamp club; its objectives, organization proceed-
1. Stamp marts, stamp magazines, and stamp albums, pages
123-126
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ings, constitution and by-laws, and programs are offered in
the hope that they may in some small measure prove helpfxil
to teachers interested in starting a stamp club in the
Junior High School. The entire outline as given here has
been used successfully by the writer during her experience
as a sponsor of a stamp club.
Objectives of a Stamp Club .
1. To promote world friendship by creating a
better understanding of other peoples and countries.
2. To provide an interesting and worthy hobby for
leisure time.
3. To increase the knowledge of stamps, together
with the arts and sciences related to it,
4. To promote good fellowship among the members.
Formation of the Club .
Early in the school year when club programs are in
order, the teacher interested in forming a stamp club will
advertise by posters on the school bulletin board, by news
items in the school publication or in various other ways
that this activity is to be organized. Qvialificat ions for
membership are specified, the time and place of the first
meeting, the purpose of the meeting and the name of the
speaker or the feature of the meeting.
For the first meeting, obtain if possible, the
services of some stamp dealer or stairp collector who will be
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able to talk in an instructive manner on the advantages
of joining a stamp club. If possible, he should bring
along an exhibit as this appeals greatly to boys and
girls. The club organizer will first introduce the
speaker and at the conclusion of the talk the sponsor
must thank him on behalf of the club.
Following the speaker, the sponsor explains
the p\irpose of the club, the benefits to be derived from
the association, general details that will be observed,
instructions concerning a stamp collection and materials
on hand. At the conclusion of these remarks, the
sponsor, acting as chairman, pro tempore, calls the
meeting to order, asks for a motion to the effect that a
stamp club be formed and upon the motion being carried
declares the meeting in order for business procedure.
At a second meeting, the club will follow
regular parliamentaiy ruling; election of officers will
take place. Probably a president, vice-president,
secretary, treasurer and minor officers such as sales
manager and librarian will sufficiently carry on the
work in a small club.
After election of officers, committees may be
appointed to draft constitutions and by-laws. An
informal discussion as to dues, programs, exhibits and
stamp trading will appropriately come at this time.
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Th.e Constitution and By-Laws of any stamp club
must be made to fit the local situation and desires of
club members. Hence the one that is here printed, adopted
from the Stands Magazine with a few changes, is offered
with the idea that such variations will be made as are
desirable. In any case, however, it is important to
effect simplicity.
The Constitution and By-Laws
The Constitution
Article I - Name
This Club shall be known
as the Stamp Club.
Article II - Object
This club is organized
for the purpose of:
1. Promoting general
knowledge of stamps^ and the
hobby of stamp collecting
together with the arts and
sciences related to it.
2. Aiding members in in-
creasing their collections
by exchange, auction, etc.
3. Promoting good fellow-
ship among the members by
social entertainment.
Article III - Officers
The Officers of this





Article I - Membership
Section 1. Membership is
open to any person under 20
years of age, of good moral
character and who is interested
in philately.
Section 2. A prospective
member shall first file an ap-
plication with the secretary
together with payment of the
i first half year’s dues, which
is ....c (amount agreed upon).
This application shall be
referred to the membership
committee and voted upon at the
following business meeting. A
majority approval of the com-
mittee is necessary before the
name is placed for ballot.
Section 3. On the election
of a member, the Secretary
issues a membership card which
is duly signed by both the
President and the Secretary.
Section 4. Membership may
be both Active and Associate.
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A. Active membership shall
consist of those members who
attend the meetings and take
an active part in the
affairs of the club.
B. Associate membership
shall consist of those mem-
bers who are situated at
such a distance as to be
unable to attend meetings.
C. All members ma^ have
the right to cast their vote






The President shall preside
at all meetings of the club
and appoint such committees
as may be necessary for




preside in the absence of
the President and have full
power to act. In case both
President and Vice-President
being absent the next in
office shall then preside.
Section 3. Secretary .
The Secretary shall keep an
accurate record of all trans-
actions of the Club. Keep
a list of names and addresses
of all members of the clvib
,
Shall send due notice of
meetings to all members,
notify them of appointments
to committees, send notice to
candidates of their election
and shall take care of all
other necessary correspond-
ence. Shall read the
minutes of the previous
meetings and all notices or
correspondence pertaining to
the Club at the regular btisi-
ness meetings of the club.
Section 4. Treasurer.
The Treasurer shall receive
all monies from the Secre-
tary and Sales Manager, and
give a receipt therefor.
Shall pay all bills as are
authorized by the Club from
the funds of the treasury and
keep written receipts and
vouchers for all such expend-
itures. Shall keep an
accurate record of all such
receipts and disbursements
and at the Annual Meeting
make a report of the finances
of the Club.
Section 5. Librarian.
The Librarian shall take
charge of all books and
periodicals of the Club, and
shall list these in proper
order. Shall loan these
out to the members and keep
a record to whom loaned with
date of loan and date of
retiirn. Shall make all nec-
essary correspondence per-
taining to the Libraiy and
make recommendations as to
what books and magazines the
Club should subscribe to.
Section 6. Sales Manager.
The Sales Manager shall have
complete charge of all cir-
cuits among the membership.
He shall issue credits to
members in accordance with
catalog value of stanps they
place in the circuit and
shall make debits in accord-
ance with same valuation of
stamps taken out of the cir-
cuit by such members . Shall
have charge of the issuance
of circuit books which shall
be charged for at cost and
the receipts therefor turned
over to the Treasurer. He
shall also make purchases for
the members of the Club as
required, the object being to
reduce the cost of supplies
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and accessories to the mem-
hers hy purchasing in bulk.
He shall also have charge of
all auction sales and shall
keep a strict record of such
transactions, of stamps
received and delivered, and
of monies received and
disbursed.
Article III - Meetings
Section 1. The regular
meetings of this club shall
be on the first and third
Tuesdays of the month at
three o’clock P.M. (or other
time as agreed upon) at the
place selected.
Section 2. Special meet-
ings may be called by the
President or an^' five Active
Members for matters requir-
ing special attention or
action and notice of such
special meeting shall be sent
out by the Secretarj^.
Section 3. The Annual
Meeting of the Club shall be
held on the first Tuesday of
the last month of the fiscal
year at a place designated
by the committee when reports
of all officers will be read
and approved and the election
of officers for the ensuing
year shall take place.
Section 5. The vote of the
majority of the members pre-
sent at a meeting shall
decide the question except
in relation to the By-Laws and
the admission or expulsion of
members when a two-thirds vote
is necessary.
Article IV - Dues
Section 1. The annual dues
shall be (....) a year, pay-
able semi-annually in advance.
Payments shall be made to the
Secretary who will issue a
receipt therefor.
Section 2. Members in
arrears three months shall be
notified in writing by the
Secretary and if dues are not
paid promptly or a sufficient
reason given their names shall
be dropped from the roll.
Section 3. Members resign-
ing shall not receive ar*y
refund on dues paid in.
Article V - Amendments
The By-Laws may be amended
by a two-thirds vote of the
members present at any
regular meeting. A notifica-
tion of such proposed
changes shall be sent to the
members by the Secretary at
least ten days before the
Section 4. Half the member-jmeet ing at which action is to
ship will constitute a quorum be taken,
when the membership is less
than ten, in excess of ten,
five members will constitute
a quorum for the transaction After the constitution has
of bvisiness. For committees, been read, the President calls
a majority of the members of for comments and discussion,
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By-Laws caref^llly and they
are accepted in the usual
wa^’ without discussion.
Among the other com-
mittees that may report on
old bxisiness is the member-
ship committee. Following
their report the voting on
the proposed members shall
take place.
As soon as the old busi-
ness from the previous
meeting has been finished
then comes the order of new
bxisiness, under which are
the proposal of the names
of new members, settling
of the question of a meet-
ing place for the following
meeting, etc.
After this would come the
adjoximment, and the rest
of the evening given over
to entertainment of some
sort
.
If the discussion of a
motion becomes lengthy and
the speakers wander away
from the subject, a member
ma^y call for the ’’question."
The president then termi-
nates the discussion,
repeats the motion and calls
for a vote.
Motions may be amended.
If there is an amendment it
must be voted upon before
the original motion is voted
upon. A motion may be with-
drawn and an amended motion
advanced in its stead.
Before a vote is called
for, the president asks,
"is there any discussion or
remarks’’ and if there is
none proceeds at once to
put the motion to a vote.
Voting may be made by
raising the hand or by the
usual sign "aye".
Every Stamp Club should have at least two good
Philatelic magazines available. It is highly desirable
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Making a iJtamp !v5ap
Many of these activities suggested above will
appear self-explanatory but since it is obvious that the
inexperienced stamp club sponsor will desire an explanation
of certain items, details will be given here.
Information on topics for oral reports as now
listed will be found in text books listed in the references
5
at the end of this part. It is expected that a Stamp
Club program committee will select oral reports, games, ideas
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suggestions, according to the club’s interest in each item.
Topics
How to Collect Stamps
The Stamp Album
Engraving and Printing of
Stamps
The Tools of Stamp Collecting
Surcharged stamps
Cancellations






Crand Divisions of Stamps Manufacturing of postal paper
Watermarks Uncle Sam’s postal paper
The Perforations The World War Stamps
Grills Air posts
Comemoratives Native races
Parities Surcharges and overprints
Specvilative issues Scenic stamps
CoTinterfeits and reprints Adventure stamps
Adventuring with stamps Author stamps
Postage due stamps Artist stamps
Newspaper stamps Ruler stamps
Special delivery stamps Coats of arms and symbols
Registration stamps Games and sports
Red Cross stamps Stamp treasures
Stamps, the hobby of kings
do&& al t^dulo eh? o?
,
8.ioi? 88-:^'308
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Oral reports may also be presented on famous stamp collectors
George V (England) King Fuad (Egypt)
Herbert Hoover John Drinkwater
Soger Babson Octavus Cohen
Ellis Butler Captain George Fried
Harold Ickes Ernest R. Ackerman
Admiral Frederick Harris John Wanamaker
Theodore Steinway J. S. Frelinghysen
Franklin Hoosevelt Arthur Hind
Colonel Ralph Kimble E. H. Green
Princess Elizabeth (granddaughter Prince of Vlfales
of the Queen of England
)
King Carol (Roumania)




Thomas Jefferson Benjamin Harrison
James Madison William McKinley
James Monroe Theodore Roosevelt
Andrew Jackson Woodrow Wilson
Zachary Taylor Warren G. Harding
Abraham Lincoln William Taft
Ulysses S. Grant Woodrow Wilson
Rutherford Hayes Warren Harding
James Garfield Calvin Coolidge
1. Allen, Edward M.
,
America's Storj' as Told in Postage
Stamps, pp. 174-175
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John Smith Von Steuben
Pulaski
Other Prominent Persons Pictured on Stamps
Benjamin Franklin David Farragut
Rdwin Stanton William Seward
Henry Clay Nathan Hale
Daniel Webster Martha Washington
Winfield Scott John Ericsson
Alexander Hamilton John Sullivan
Oliver Perry Anthony Wayne
William Sherman Hollow-horn Bear
John Marshall Pocahontas
Robert Livingston
Oral reports on historic events as pictured on stamps;
Landing of Columbiis Surrender of Burgoyne








Discovery of San Francisco Bay
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Henry Hudson sails up the Hudson
First Hu^enot Settlement in
America
Signing the I.feyflower Compact
Founding of Fort Orange
Declaration of Independence
//ashington at Cambridge
Minute Men at Lexington
The Liberty Bell
United States Victory in World
War
Scenes of National Enterpris
Bridge at Niagara Falls
The Col den Gate
Statue of Liberty
Lincoln Memorial




Ohio Piiver Lock and Dam
Canal Locks at Sault Ste. Marie
Monument at I.5ayport, Florida




Battle of Fallen Timbers
The Louisiana Purchase
Fremont on the Rocky
Mounts ins
Western emigration
First trip of Steamer
Clermont
Thomas Edison’s First Lamp







Pony postrider in West









Insignia of air-mail service
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Trading Stamps A large part of evei^' meeting should be
devoted to stamp trading. The members sit down inform-
ally to look at each others’ collections and duplicates,
and to exchange stamps. This is one of the greatest
advantages of belonging to a stamp club, for it affords a
pleasant way to get rid of your driplicates
,
acquire new
stamps, examine your friends' collections and show them
your own.
Exhibits: ’’Stamps liagazine” makes the following sia^ges-
tions for exhibits;^
"The club members should start their work
on exhibits as early as possible. Each member
shoxdd chose a subject or subjects on which to
think out a ’plan of attack*, then start to
carefully select, mount and write up the
stamps chosen. Be sure to use only stamps of
good condition, lightly cancelled or mint, well
centered and whole specimens.
"Designs made of cut stamps should not be
entered. This is not stamp collecting, it is
art work where cut stamps are used instead of
collors. In preparing your exhibition sheets
be sure to
1. Use album sheets or heavy letter paper
of size approximately 8-|-" x 11".
E. Work your exhibit or exhibits out care-
fully, bearing in mind the points on which the
exhibits are judged and use as well selected
stamps as possible.
3. Enter as many sheets in the various
groups as you can prepare.
"In judging the exhibits the points are
based on 1, originality of ideas, 2. complete-
ness of execution, 3. condition of stamps and
covers, 4. arrangement and care in mo\inting,
5. intelligence and knowledge shown in writing
up the subject, and 6. embellishment or art
work ."
1. Activities for a Stamp Club, p. 108
2. Stamps L!agazine, editor of Stamps
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The following games suggested by H. ji. Harris &
Company of Boston, Llassachusetts
,
prove interesting and
helpful for use in Stamp Clubs. Others may be found in
philatelic magazines. liegular game books have several
games which may be adapted for use in stamp clubs.
Stamp Treasure Hunt ; ^ Packages of stan?)s are hidden in
all parts of the room. Club members search for them,
keeping what they find for their collection. Use some
really good stamps and also, to create amusement, some
utterly worthless ones.
Guessing Contest ;^ A bowl of stamps is displayed, and
each member writes a guess as to the number of stamps in
the bowl. The person who makes the nearest guess wins
the stamps. A lot of the cheapest stamps obtainable, with
some good ones mixed in, is ideal for such a guessing con-
test.
Stamp Grab Eag ;^ £^ch person draws a stamp package, sight
unseen, from a bag or box. Use really worth-while ^grabs'’
and include one especially fine prize and one worthless
’’booby” prize. Wrap the booby prize in a grand manner:
many boxes within boxes, for exan5)le, at last revealing a
common one-cent stamp, or a single hinge I
The stamps to be vised in the above-mentioned
1. Activities of a Stamp Club, p. 108
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stunts can be purchased by the club treasury, or each
member can be charged a small sura to defray the cost.
Auction Sale ;^ This is an ever-delightful stunt for
stamp clubs. Stamps are put up for sale by various mem-
bers and "knocked down" to the highest bidder. A com-
mission of from 10% to Z0% of the selling prices is
charged and turned over to the club treas^l^y. In this
way members can profitably dispose of their duplicates.
I^iany clubs hold auction sales at every meeting and find
them an unending source of entertainment, especially
where the club humorist is appointed as auctioneer.
Bourse and Auction: "As a general rule the Bourse is
held before the Auction and while the Auction Manager is
getting his lots into shape for display and bidding on.
The Bourse consists iminly of a display and exchange of
the members' stamps. This display may be either on
sheets, in approval books or on approval cards, and the
exchange made in terms of catalog value.
"The Auction is held for disposing of members'
duplicates and is a good way of realizing on small col-
lections and medium grade stamps. It is quite important
that only good quality stamps be submitted. i:lach item
or lot should be mounted on blank paper, the catalog
number and value appear under each stamp and at the top
1. Activities of a Stamp Club, p. 108
2, Activities of a Stamp Club, p. 108
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the lot nximber which corresponds to a number set opposite
the owner’s name on the auction registry.
”In offering each lot is carefvilly described
as to condition, value, etc. and then the bidding is
started. Auction rules control, the lot of course going
to the highest bidder.
’’The auctioning of the lot completed, the buyer's
name is written on the lot sheet and set aside until all
the lots have been auctioned off. The successful bidders
then pay for their lots and the amount received for each
lot is entered opposite the original owner's name on the
auction registry. All collections having been made on the
lots, the original owners are paid. A commission (usually
10% to 20%) is retained b„. the auctioneer to be turned over
to the treasurer for the Club fund.
Caution ; Never let your Club become commercialized by
allowing the valuation, the bviying and the selling of
stamps to dominate the meetings - rather these activities
should form but a small part of your program. Ifeke your
programs diversified and if possible each meeting should
be a bit different from the preceding ones."^
1. The Adventurer’s Album, Postage Stamps of the World, p. 127
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How to make a Stamp Map ;
As suggested in the list of activities,^ a Stamp
Itep may prove interesting and worthwhile. To make this
map successfully, detailed directions are needed. The
pfollowing plan is taken from the Linn Weekly Stamp News .
”We warn you in advance that it takes from
five to ten hours to "build a stamp map. But when
the absor"bing task is completed and the map framed
\inder glass, you will find yourself the possessor
of an enchanting displa^^, a really beaut ifvil work
of art, that may be employed at home as a
permanent wall decoration, or entered in phila-
telic exhibitions, loaned to the local school, or
even rented to local stores as a window exhibit of
compelling interest.
The Materials .
’’The materials required for a stamp map are
the following:
1. A map of the desired continent.
2. A large rectangle of beaver board or wall
board, at least 3/8" thick.
3. A large rectangle of good quality art-board
exactly the same size as the wall board, and at
least l/8 inch thick.
4. A box of small size map tacks with colored
heads not more than l/8 inch in diameter, and
stems not more than 3/8" long.
5 5. A tube of rubber cement.
6. A spool of colored thread. (Red is the color
that we prefer.
7. Some scotch tape or stamp hinges or surgeon's
plaster. Scotch tape is handiest, but the others
will do.
8. A soft eraser.
9. About 75 stamps for the border design.
10.
The services of the local pictiure-framer.
"The map, map tacks, scotch tape, rubber
cement, eraser, and art-board should be obtainable
from the local stationer or school supply store.
1. Activities of a Stamp Club, p. 108
2. Linn's Weekly Starry News
,
December 15, 1934, pp. 123-125
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If the store does not carry them in stock, it can
undoubtedly get them for you.
^Beaver board or wall board is sold by art
stores and lumber companies. Before ordering the
wall board, by the way, you should know the exact
size, and have the board cut carefully and
squarely to the dimensions you specify.
’’A simple, colorful map, not too complicated
by a maze of place names, will be most attractive
when bordered with stamps. Be siire that the map
pleases you before you decide to use it! You ma^'-
do as much as ten hours of work before your display
is ready for the picture-framer; and when you
finish, you do not want your pleasvire marred by
disappointment with the original map. So if you
cannot locate immediately the kind of map that
satisfies you, try again until you do.
’’A map about 7x9 inches in size will
probably be most satisfactory, although smaller or
larger maps may of course be used.
’’The size of the wall board naturally depends
on the size of the map. If you use a 7” x 9” map,
you will want a piece of wall-board measuring
I?-!-” X 21^'*. This allows about 5^- inches of space
on the top and sides of the map, and almost two
inches more, or 6^ inches, at the bottom.
TIxe Procedure .
’’Fow that you have all the materials together,
the first thing to do is to affix your map in the
’’optical center” of the wall board. Assuming
that you wish to use a double row of stamps around
the map, you should leave a margin of about 5^
inches at the top and sides, and or 7 inches, at
the bottom.
”In affixing the map to the wall board, it is
preferable to use not paste or glue, which may
wrinkle the paper, but a rubber cement such as
artists use, which leaves the paper perfectly flat.
However, paste or mucilage may be employed if you
will leave a heavy flat weight on the map for
several hours afterwards, in order to keep the map
from wrinkling.
’’Now that the map is moxmted on the wall
board, you may wonder why everything is not in readi-
rjio &i .iootB ni 'CZ’i^o ion eoob Bnoiz 'ii
.qo'i 'lol frlefi^ 3^, y^ibaidifobcsi
i-iR tcf jDlos ci fcisotf IXaw lo b'l&od 'xevBaii”
9rid ^jii'ssino ^'TolsS . e9inj3<^Eroo istfayxl tna sairje
i-03x9 9x1^ iffoini i;ii.'orIs xxo'^ ons \d ,i)'iacd Hear
o«3 JjL'lsj’iBO iuo Jiiaod ^Ai 9VBd iiitfi .srie
.v.^ioeqfe xrox enoisndmio oni oi
i)9.t35iJqmoo ood ion ^qsn ftilioloo ,9lqciX8 A"
svi j’os'xddfl -deem sd IXiw ,B9fsAn aonlq lo ecaK a
qa*c 9/fd dadd sure sS. .sq^ade ddiw narfw
•^3 jjoY :di aex' oi obioob sjox fr'xolad j'c\, ceeaelq
•^Xqeib tr/cx sicYerf lo aixacd nei aa jiou^ ca oi)
iSO'i nexlw dna j'lSoia'tY-sxi. dojcq arid lol -X
i)9’i'x«n onsJBABlq niO'i ic.^m ton o£) xfO’t ,d8i«i'i
j/o^ 11 o8 .qa« lani^i-jo 9:id ritiw tnaflJtrtioqqaBxI)
tarid
-:m 1c bnl^. arid ’,;l8t6ii>9.TiBi: sdaool doxiao
• oi) x;o^ Ixdxur nije^a ^id ,xfO’t eailBxtae
£Ixw 9SX8 nx esriofli & x V di/otfs qam A*'
10 lellame ri'^oildlfl ,’/;iot08laitBe . tftotn eri ^dadoiq
.69 air erf seixroo 'xo yjsm eq&ii le^iBl
atnaq&ri '^Tleudsn ijiaocf IIsw arid 1c Sijie arfl?"
.qjBi **€' X ’’v a 98.'^ xroT^ II .qjan arid la ssxe arid no
^^nxii/eet., : i)i30d-IIs« 1c eoexq a inav lliw uo^
9o«q8 lo fiurioiTX ^ tx'oriB ewcfla exriT x ”-$VI
oirt dsoole rin« »'‘sn arid Id Eebie qcd tnj ao
.noddori sriJ da .eeiioni ^ io .eioan a»rioax
• s»x/‘riec;vi-I 9x1?
,i9rid9*^od elBiieJarti eat TJb erarf jxo't diiid woVI*’
arid nx q^rri ixro^ xilla od- ex cri od ^Iac dsicl 9rit
^al(fti-'88A .diBctf IliSw drid lo ^'iddaeo laoidoc"
biwarcB eqaiade lo woi eldi/ob s aexx cd riait; xjo’i dBad
^ d 'oiB io ax'^iBEK B ev?9l dlcorie sso'c , fiix 9nJ
JjB .eoiioxu V 10 M 6nB .esfcie riius qod &;Ld da esriox'J
.mod do o’ ©rid
ei dx .cisocT flaw erid od qair ©rid mixilla nl"
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ness for putting in the map tacks and arranging
the stamps. The reason is this; your stamp
map is going to he so attractive when you
finish it, that you will want it framed under
glass for permanent protection. With map
tacks sticking up in the various cotintries, the
glass could not lie flat against the stamps, as
it should, to hold them snugly in place.
"To dissolve this difficulty we will need
that piece of drawing hoard, exactly the size
of the wall hoard and at least an eighth of an
inch thick, which was mentioned earlier in this
article. On the art-hoard draw with light
pencil lines a rectangle exactly the size of
your map, and in exactly the same relative
position. Then neatly cut out this rectangle
with a razor hlade or sharp knife. (If you
find this cutting out too difficult, you can
get the picture framer to do it for you.
)
"You now have two pieces of hoard; the
wall hoard, with the map in its center; and the
art-hoard, from whose center you have cut a
rectangle exactly the size of the map. Lay the
art-hoard down on the wall hoard, affixing it
with ruhher cement or glue, and you will have
covered everything hut the map.
"That leaves a new surface to put the
stamps on — the surface of the art-hoard — in
the center of which, countersvink an eighth of an
inch, lies the map. With this arrangement, the
glass will not touch the map tacks yet it will
lie flat and sn\ag against the stamps.
"The next step is to insert a map tack in
each stamp issuing country, being sure to place
the tack so that it does not cover up anything
important such as the name of the country or its
capital city. An interesting feature at this
point is to use a certain color of tack for
British Colonies, another for French Colonies,
and so on. An explanation may also he placed
at the foot of the display, stating the meaning
of the colors. Thus, with a map of Africa, the
legend would read:
• « British Countries or Colonies
• *= French Colonies
• = Portuguese Colonies
• = Italian Colonies
• = Independent Co\intries
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’’Instead of using the black dots, of
course, you simply insert a map tack of the
proper color, and neatly print the explanation
beside it.
Arranging the Stamps .
”Yoxir map is now at its final and most
absorbing stage — the arranging of the stamps.
’’Before laying out the stamps, however,
you must rvde two very lightly penciled guide
lines all aroxind the map, at a distance from
it of two inches and four inches. Be sure to
use faint lines, because later you will wish
to erase them. All around your map the outer
edges of your stamps shoxild line up along these
guide lines. Turn back for a moment to the
illustration and note that both rows of stamps
have their outer edges in a straight line
,
while
the inner edges fall wherever they will, quite
irregularly. No other arrangement of stamps
that we know of will give an artistic or satis-
factory result. So rvile your guide lines
carefully, being sure that on all four sides the
inner one is exactly two inches, and the outer
one exactly four inches, from the edges of the
map.
’’Now take all the stamps you are planning
to use, and arrange them loosely along the
guide lines all around the map, trying to space
them in proper relation to the countries to
which they belong. When you get an arrangement
that looks even and satisfactory, take five or
six threads, loop them over map tacks, and run
them over to the proper stamps. If the threads
cross each other, or will obviously be crossed
by other threads running to other stamps, shift
the stamps until the threads no longer cross.
When you have one section of stamps placed
properly, move on to the next section. Work
all around the map this wa^>-, running threads
experimentally between the stamps and their
countries, and shifting and re-shifting the
stamps, until you can run a direct line (not
crossed by other lines) from each stan^) to the
country to which it belongs.
xo ,BJob edT ^aieir lo
‘3flt lo qjsn A :r^s>es^i ’^Icjicie s:c\, .aeivco
nnii5nJ3lq::c» srii' 1'iriiq has ,'xolco
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'’Don’t be discouraged at this point if
several hours slide by and you get nowhere.
The first few arrangements are nearly always
unsatisfactory I There is no way to make a
stamp map (unless you have a ready-made one
to copy, and that's no fun) except by the pro-
cess which scientists call 'trial and error',
and which we would call 'just fooling around
until the thing is right.' Hemember that
part of the fun of making a stamp map is solv-
ing the puzzle of how to keep those strings
from crossing each other.*
’’And you don’t have to get a perfect
solution. Eventually you will arrive at a
'layout' that looks good enough, and if a
dozen or so strings still stubbornly persist
in crossing each other, it need not matter in
the least.
’’When the trial arrangement is satis-
factory, you can begin to hitch the threads
and fasten down the stamps. At the map end,
the threads are tied around the tacks and the
loose ends cut off with a razor blade. At
the stamp end, the threads are drawn tight,
and anchored to the board with a small piece
of scotch tape, surgeon’s plaster, or half a
stamp hinge. Then the loose end of the thread
is trimmed close.
"After you have anchored and trimmed each
thread, hinge the stamp down directly over it,
being sure the stamp belongs to the country to
which the thread rvins . ^ile you are doing
this, be sure that the outer edge of the stamp
(the edge farthest away from the map) lines up
with the guide line, and be sure to place the
stamps evenly, so that they all have the same
amount of space between them.
"As you go hinging your way around the
continent, it is advisable to pause from time
to time, standing off and surveying your map
critically. You will see a number of little
corrections to make, and it is easier to make
them as you go along than afterwards.
"A stamp map at this stage is thrilling to
behold, for you see it slowly and beautifully
growing into its final formi
tnioq erii.+ iz b’y^ziuoUBih d-’iicd”
.eisiiwcxi &i}'^ £;o^ biifi y,6 sb'tlz e'usod Ifii-vse
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”When the stamps are all affixed, go over the
map with a soft eraser, and carefully remove all
pencil marks, thumb prints, and smudges which the
map has acquired in the making. Now give the
stamps a final straightening, pressing firmly hack
into place any that may have strayed out of line.
At last your map is read^ for the picture-framer.
"But wait a moment! We have forgotten some-
thing very important! In the lower right hand
corner should he placed the name and address of the
map-maker! The inscription, which should be
neatly lettered on the art-hoard, or typed out on
a card, may he pasted in.
"A simple hlack frame, three-fourths of an
inch in width, will set off the stamp map to best
advantage. Caution the picture-framer to make
sure that all the stamps are still in place, and
none of them crooked, before he finally sets the
glass
.
"You now have a stamp display that will
interest everyone, and he a great delight to you
who have made it, for months and years tc come.
You will find a second map, should you decide to
make another, surprisingly easier to do than the
first; and the third map will he easier still.
And by the time you have mapped your way all over
the world, and framed Africa, Asia, liurope. North
and South America, and Australia, you will he an
accomplished map-maker, as well as a learned
philatelist!"
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stamp Albmns
1. Cox, William D.
’*The Bird Stamps of All Countries”
Grosset dc Dunlap Publishing Company, New York.
(A stamp albvim that contains all the stamps
of the world, picturing birds.)
2. Devereaux, Leslie W.
’’The Stamp Collector’s History of the United States.”
Blue Ribbon Books, Inc., New York.
(A one-h\mdred page album and history combined
with spaces for stamps
.
)
3. Harris, H. B. & Co.
’’The Discovered Album”
108 lilassachusetts Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts.
(For beginners, spaces for 2000 stamps, illustrated.)
4. Harris, E. S. & Co.
’’The ’Adventurer’s' Albvim for Postage Stamps of the
World”
Back Bay Annex, Boston, Ifessachusetts
.
(An inexpensive album for beginners. Provides
space for 4000 stamps and valuable information
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stamp I.Iagazines
Air },fail Collector Holton, Kansas




IT. C. 2, London, England




lAcHugh Weekly ^tarap News 226 Federal St.
Portland, JAaine
New York Herald TriLune Books New York, N. Y.
Philatelic West Superior, Nebraska
Philatelic Gossip Holton, Kansas
Scotts Monthly Journal 1 West 47th St.,
New York, N. Y.
Stamp News 140 So. Parkway
East Orange, N. J.
The Stamp Collectors I,!agazine 11-15 No. 14th St.,
Richmond, Virginia
The American Philatelic 807 Second Bank Bldg.
Cincinnati, Ohio
The Precancel Gazette 35 'West 33rd St
.
New York, N. Y.
The American Girl New York, N. Y.
The American Boy Detroit, Michigan
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1. Anchor Stampco Box R47,
Rutherford, N. J.
2. Bailey, Richard 115 W. 42nd St., N. Y.






4. Dean Stamp Co. Box 275,
Larchmont, N. Y.




7. Fringuelli, Tito 64 i^ilton St
.
New York, N. Y.
8. Oarcelon Stampco Calais, llaine
9. Gem 1830 H Unionport Road
New York, N. Y.
10. Glohus Stamp Co. 268 4th Ave., Dept. 55
New York, N. Y.
11. Hasselhaum 316H Flatbush Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
12. Hughes, F. Peterborough, England
13. International Co. 885 Flatbush Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
14. llarko Stamp Co.
Canadian mixture
Toronto, Canada




16. Meitzen, Jidgar Fayetteville, Texas
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19. Paramount Stamp Co. 66 H Nassau St
.
,
New York, N. Y.




21. Hialto Stamp Co. 109 D West 42nd St.,
New York, N. Y.
22. Stadler 510 Knicker bocker,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
23. Subiirban Stanp Co. Glen Ridge, N. J.
24. Weiskopf, Inc. 503 5th Ave.
,
New York, N. Y.
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1. Allen, Edward Monington
"America's Story as Told in Postage Stamps"
McGraw Hill Book Co., Inc.
(History of otir coiontry as it is pictured upon the
many postage stamps issued "by our government
.
Contains excellent illustrations.)
2. Butler, Ellis Parker
"The Young Stamp Collector's Own Book"
Bobhs-Merril Co., Indianapolis, Ind.




3. Harris, H. E.
"The Stamp Finder"
Back Bay Annex, Boston, Lfess.
(A little dictionary that enables owner to tell at a
glance the country to which a stamp belongs.)
4. Long, Elmer L.
511 Seneca St., Harrisburg, Pa.
(A book of Christmas seals, first da^j'- covers, stamps
and accessories.)
5. Jtulford, Montgomery
"Famous Starrps and Their Stories"
Cupples and Leon, New York, N. Y.,
(For Juniors, A European tour voyaging with Columbus
and Fascist Italy.)
6 . Mul f0 rd, Montgomery
"Story-telling Stamps"
The Sears Publishing Co., New York, N. Y.
(A stamp miscellany with many stamp illustrations.)
7. Phillips, Stanley
"Stamp Collecting"
Dodd Mead & Co., New York, N. Y.
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’’Postage Stamps and their Stories”
Dodd ivlead & Co., New York, N. 1.
(Interesting stories of stamps and stamp collecting.)
9. Phillips, Stanley
’’The Beginner’s Book of Stamp Collecting”
Dodd Mead a Co., New York, N. Y.
(An illustrated book of value to a young collector.
)
10. Poole, W. H., and >Vhyte, Willard
’’The Standard Philatelic Dictionary”




Leisure League of America, New York, N. Y.
(A thorough and authoritative introduction to
collecting.
)
12. Stiles, Kent B.
” Geography and Stamps”
McGraw Hill Book Co., New York, N. Y.
(Story of discovery, exploration and expansion in the
United States.)
13. Stiles, Kent B.
’’Stamps, an Outline of Philately”
Harpers & Brothers, New York, N. Y.
(A book for beginners, answers questions that any boy




’’Stamp Collecting, kVhy and How”
Scott, Stamp and Coin Co., New York, N. Y.
(A short, clear handbook for the beginner's collection.)
15. Thorpe, Prescott
”How to Build a Stamp Collection”
Scott, Stamp and Coin Co., New York, N. Y.
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16. Warren, F, B.
’’The Pageant of Civilization”
The Century ^o,, New York, N. Y.
(Illustrated hook dealing with postage stamps as
they reflect the history of the world.
)
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Is your school organized into any of the following clubs

















Do you have objectives for these clubs? If so, may I
have a copy?
a. Copy available
b . Fo copy available
c . What money charge,
if ary?
3,
If you have no list of objectives, which ones in the
following list do you consider most worthwhile? Please check.
Social Jxistice
Efficiency in Government
Constructive and Altruistic use of Leisure
Tolerance
Consciousness of Public Duty
Coftperation for Common Good
Training for Leadership
Training for Followership
Appreciation of Rights of Others
Civic Honesty
Sane Patriotism
Development of worthy ideals of service
Sane internationalism
Respect for law and authority
Appreciation of personal responsibilities
Others
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5. Do pupils receive credit for participation in clubs?
yes points toward
no graduation
6. Do you believe the club’s value to the child is (Under-
score one) Low, some, high
7. Approximately what percentage of your teachers have had
some special training in the duties of sponsor for a Social
Science Club?




9. What are the outstanding weaknesses in Social Studies
Clubs in your building? Please check.
Inadequate funds
Lack of definite objectives
Lack of training of sponsors
Inadequate time for pupils to prepare programs
Undesirable club members
Too large a membership
Repetition of classroom work
Time of club period
Involuntary membership
Teachers not consulted as to choice of clubs
Pupils not consulted as to choice of clubs
Work too formalized because credit is allowed
Too much passive membership
Too frequent changes in club membership
Others
10.
What are the strong points in Social Studies Clubs in
your building? Please list.
11.
Will you please indicate in the spaces below where you
have received valuable material for these clubs?
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Copy of Letter sent with Questionnaire
February 1, 1935.
dear
?he data secured from the enclosed question-
naire on the objectives, organization and activities
of clubs connected with the Social Studies, will be
used by me in making a study under the direction of
Dr. John Mahoney of Boston University.
I shall deeply appreciate it if you will help
me by handing the enclosed form to one of your
teachers who is interested in club activities. I
assure you that if 1 can return this favor at any
time in the future, I shall be happy to do so.
Very truly yours,
(Mrs.) Sadie L. Baldwin
56 President Street
Lynn, l^ss.
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A list of the Junior High Schools in New jlngland where
questionnaires were sent. In several cases two or more
questionnaires were sent to the same school.
Junior High Schools
llassachusetts
Adams Adams Junior High
Arl ington ii^st Junior High
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Portland Lincoln Junior High 695
Skowhegan Junior High 275
^aterville Junior High 682
Vermont
Bellows Falls Junior High
Burl ingt on Jxinior High
Chester Junior High




Wells Jiiver Junior High
Montgomeiy Center Junior High
Shelh\ime Jxmior High
Connecticut
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1. Almack, John C,
iiiducation for Citizenship)
Houghton Mifflin '-'O., Boston, 1924
2. Blackburn, Lura
Our High School Clubs
Macmillan Co., New York, 1928
3. Briggs, Thomas H.
The J\mior High School
Houghton Mifflin Cq., Boston, 1920
4. Carr, G. William
Education for World Citizenship





Ike Teacher and Secondary School
Administration
Ginn and Co., Boston
6. Coe, George A.
Educating for Citizenship
Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York, 1924
7. Cox, Philip W.
Creative School Control
J. B. Lippincott Co., Chicago, 1927
8. Cox, Philip W.
The Junior High School and Its Curriculvun
Charles Scribner s Sons, New York, 1929
9. Davis, Calvin 0.
Jimior high School Education
V/orld Book Co., Yonkers, New York, 1924
10.
Foster, Charles P.
Extra-Curricular Activities in the
High School





Houghton Mifflin Co., New York, 1931
12.
Good, Iris and Crow, Jane
Home Room Activities
Professional and Technical Press, New York, 1930
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